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JAN . 19.29 
Biennial Report to the Board of 
Commissioners of Everglades 
Drainage District 
Tallahassee, Fla., Jan. 1, 19'29. 
Board of Commissioners of 
Everglades Drainage District, 
Honorable Doyle E. Carlton, Governor and Chairman . 
Honorable Ernest Amos, Comptroller. 
Honorable W . V . Knott, State Treasurer. 
Honorable Fred H. Davis, Attorney General. 
Honorable Nathan Mayo, Commissioner of Agricul-
ture. 
Gentlemen: 
It has been the practice of this office to transmit to the 
Board of Commissioners of Everglades Drainage District 
every two years a report covering the work accomplished 
in the Everglades during the two preceding years, to sub-
mit estimates for continuing the work, to make recom-
mendations for ne,v \.York, and suggest such other subjects 
as should come to the attention of the Board in reference to 
the District not only relating to the ·work going on but 
also from the standpoint of taxation, provision of money 
for future work, and matters in general relating to the 
District connected with drainage. 
Previous reports have dealt with the subject principally 
from the standpoints of engineering, of con~truction, of 
e. timates, costs and budgets for the years which they cover. 
In June, 1927, the Board of Commissioners of Everglades 
Drainage District instructed the Chief Drainage Engineer 
to submit a report on Everglades Drainage District cover-
ing additional subjects not theretofore brought down or 
compiled, which Resolution was in the following language: 
'' WHEREAS, the said Board deems it advisable 
to have of record official statement in v. hich shall be 
incorporated a brief historical record of the District; 
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the operation of the District under Everglades Drain-
age District Laws; the work performed by said Dis-
trict; the general conditions of tlie District from tirp.e 
to time ; reference to taxes imposed and collected and 
the general financing of the works; also reference to 
the advancement of the District from time to time re-
sulting from drainage operations and statements re-
lating to such other subjects as may bear upon the Dis-
trict, its condition and status and the future develop-
ment of the same, now therefore, 
BE IT RESOLVED: 
That the Chief Drainage Engineer be and he is 
hereby directed to prepare in as brief form as practic-
able, a 1 eport to Board of Commissioners of Ever-
glades Drainage District on subject as above and to 
submit said report at an early date." 
Pursuant to the above Resolution, a report covering 
these subjects was submitted. 
It is proposed in this Biennial Report to set forth sub-
jects not only from an engineering, construction, operat-
ing and maintenance standpoint, but also subjects referred 
to in 1he above Resolution of the Board. 
Respectfully, 
F. C. ELLIOT, 
Chief Drainage Engineer. 
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The Biennial Report for 1927 and 1928 is divided into 
Part I and Part II. The first relates in a general way to 
the work accomplished to date from an engineering and 
construction standpoint. The second relates to subjects 
other than those of an engineering nature. 
PART I. 
Part I deals in a general way with the work accomplished 
to date and in detail with such work for the past two 
years. Estimates are submitted and recommendations made 
for continuing the work and for undertaking new work. 
Subjects are mentioned which should come to the atten-
tion of the Board in reference to the District, relating to 
construction, colonization, the progressive advancement of 
drainage through the selection of restricted areas, the rate 
at which such progressive drainage may be undertaken, 
and a discu::ssion of engineering and other questions in-
volved. 
Much of the subject matter described above as Part I 
has been discussed in previous Biennial Reports and it does 
not appear necessary to bring these discussions into a new 
report. 
REORGANIZATION 
In 1928 the Board of Commissioners of Everglades 
Drainage District undertook a reorganization of the work 
carried out by that Board as evidenced by the following 
from a Resolution of July 7th, 1928: 
"Be IT RESOLVED, That for reasons stated above, 
the Chief Drainage Engineer, F. C. Elliot, be re-
tained at the same compensation, and in addition to 
his other duties be designated as Secretary to both 
the Board of Commissioners of Everglades Drainage 
District and Trustees of the Internal Improvement 
Fund, whose duty it shall be to act as Chief Drainage 
Engineer and also Secretary of the Board of Commis-
sioners of Everglades Drainage District and of the 
Trustees of the Internal Improvement Fund, effective 
August 1, 1928, of all matters of the Trustees, includ-
ing that of taxes and lands, it being deemed highly es-
sential that those several duties relating to these Boards 
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be co-ordinated under one head, for economy and 
efficiency.·'' 
Pursuant to the Resolution as above and to instructions 
from Board of Commissioners of Everglades Drainage Dis-
trict, the Chief Drainage Engineer and Secretary divided 
the work of Everglades Drainage District into the follow-
ing departments : 
Engineering Department.-All work of an engineer-
ing nature relating to Everglades Drainage District, 
construction works therefor, maintenance of work al-
ready provided, operation of those works, engineering 
investigations and surveys, and the keeping of en-
gineering records of the foregoing and the distribu-
tions of costs and expenses relating thereto. 
Tax Department.-The keeping of complete records 
of Everglades Drainage District taxes, the lands 
subject thereto, those delinquent thereunder, the sale 
of such lands, the accounting for all moneys derived 
from taxes, the distribution of the same to the proper 
fund and their application to the purposes required. 
Bond Department.-The keeping of complete records 
of all bond transactions, the payment of bond interest1 
payment of principal at maturity, the provision of 
money from the tax fund and from the sinking fund 
therefor, and the accounting of moneys received and 
disbursed from the proceeds of bonds. 
Accoiinting Department.-Keeping of books and the 
auditing of all accounts of the Board of Commissioners 
of Everglades Drainage District. 
Secretary Department.-The taking and recording 
of all Minutes, Resolutions and transactions of Board 
of Commissioners of Everglades Drainage District and 
generally the work of the said Board of a secretarial 
nature. 
The above arrangement became effective as of August 
1st, 1928. Simultaneously therewith a similar program 
was worked out for the Trustees of the Internal Improve-
ment Fund. The work of the Trustees of the Internal 
Improvement Fund in some respects is related to and 
affects Everglades Drainage District, but since they are 
separate entities and their business is separately attended 
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to no reference is here made to the work of the Trustees 
ol the Internal Improvement Fund. Complete informa-
tion in reference to the Trustees may be found in the 
•'Minutes of the Triistees of the Internal Improvement 
Fund of the State of Florida,'' printed volumes of which 
are available to the public. 
1"-_UDIT OF BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF EVER-
GLADES DRAINAGE DISTRICT 
The following audit of the business of the Board of Com-
missioners of Everglades Drainage District covering the 
period July 1st, 1926, to June 30th, 1928, was made by 
the State Auditor. The audit is reproduced in this report 
exactly as submitted by the auditor. 
STATE OF FLORIDA-AUDITING DEPARTMENT 
W. S. MuRROW, State Aitditor 
Tallahassee, Jan. 7th, 1929. 
Hon. Fred C. Elliot, 
Secretary Everglades Drainage District, 
Capitol. 
Dear Mr. Elliot: 
I am handing you herewith copy of report on examina-
tion of the records and accounts of the Board of Commis-
. ·ioners of the Everglades Drainage District, by A. J. 
H enry, as of June 30th, 1928, for your files. 
Yours very truly, 
WSM/ j 
Hon. W. S. Murrow, 
Acting State Auditor, 
Tallahassee, Fla. 
Dear Sir: 
W. S. MURROW, 
State Auditor. 
I beg to submit herewith repo_rt of an audit made by me, 
pur. uant to your instructions, of the accounts of the Board 
of Commissioners of the Everglades Drainage District, 
c°' ering the period from July 1, 1926, to June 30, 1928. 
The Board of Commissioners of Everglades Drainage 
District consists of the following : 
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Hon. John W . Martin, Governor, Chairman. 
Hon. Ernest Amos, Comptroller. 
Hon . J. C. Luning, Treasurer. 
Hon. Fred H. Davis, Attorney General. 
Hon. Nathan ~fayo, Commis ioner of Agriculture, 
members. 
Hon. J. Stuart Lewis, Secretary. 
The minutes of the Board appear to be incomplete. They 
do not show all of the expenditures, and they do not show 
all of the loans made from the Trustees of the Internal Im-
provement Fund. The warrant register is incomplete and 
contains numerous errors. However, this condition ap-
pears to have been corrected since the period covered by 
this audit, but before this audit actually was made, and 
the accounts of the Board are now being handled accurately 
and in a satisfactory manner. 
The expenditures of the Board are shown with the dis-
tribution used by the former secretary. This distribution 
is unsati. factory, but is adopted for this report on account 
of the crreat amount of time that would be necessary to go 
over the bills and re-distribute them correctly. The ex-
penditures since the close of the period of this audit are 
being distributed so as to reflect clearly the activities of 
the Drainage Board. 
S . l\Il\IARY OF EXPENDITURES 
July 1, 1926 July 1, 1927 
to to Total 
Jtme 30, 19·27 June 30, 1928 2 years 
Excavation ... $ 824,329.37 $ 217,088.18 $1,041,417.55 
Salaries ... . . . 197,968.74 109,249.38 307,218.12 
Office Expense 2,415.49 2,724.95 5,140.44 
Gen. Expense . 181,611.24 75,780.29 257,391.53 
Subsistence ... 62,379.98 16,738.36 79,118.34 
Miscellaneous 68,003.73 41,444.64 109,448.37 
Total ..... . $1,336,708.55 $ 463,025.80 $1,799,734.35 
Paid By : 
Board Fund . . $ 927,936.68 $ 41,392.58 $ 969,329.26 
Drain. Tax Fd. 342,347.40 399,385.86 741,733.26 
One lVIill T . Fd. 66,424.47 22,247.36 88,671.83 
$1,336,708.55 $ 463,025.80 $1,799,734.35 
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In addition to above expenditures, the Board has incurred 
indebtedness for excavation during the period covered by 
this audit as follows: 
Arundel Corporation, notes for 
work .. . . . . . . ........ . . . . $1,713,608.44 
For ·work not yet paid for by 
notes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 391,227.96 
Brown Co., notes for work 
this period . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28,413.65 
Total incurred for work during 
period . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,133,250.05 
Paid through accounts by 
check .... . .... ..... .. . .. $1,041,417.55 
Paid by notes and accounts . . 2,133,250.05 
Total for excavation . . . . . . . . $3,174,667.60 
Total Expenditures .... . . . . . $1,799,734.35 
Total Indebtedness . . . . . . . . . . 2,133,250.05 
Total work done . . . . . . . . . . . $3,932,984.40 
The expenditures shown above do not include repa.3 -
ments of loans to the Internal Improvement Fund, or ex-
penses in connection with bonds issued, which are shown 
later in this report. 
INDEBTEDNESS OF AND TO THE BOARD OF 
DRAINAGE COlVI HSSIONERS, EXCEPT BONDS 
In addition to current bills and payrolls which were 
due July 1, 1928, and which are not taken into account, 
the Board has the following notes and account outstanding : 
To ARu DEL CORPORATION 
No. Date of Note Due 
1-A 6/ 15/ 27 6/ 15/ 28 
2-A 7 / 15/ 27 7 / 15/ 28 
3-A 8/ 15/ 27 8/ 15/ 28 
4-A 9/ 15/ 27 9/ 15/ 28 
5-A 10/ 15/ 27 10/ 15/ 28 
6-A 11/ 15/ 27 11/ 15/ 28 
Int. Amount 
67c $ 70,771.49 
67c 70,350.21 
6% 67,480.56 
67c 75,008.31 
67c 67,874.84 
67c 71,169.17 
Renewal Note 
'' ,, 
'' 
'' 
'' 
'' 
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No. Date of Note Due 
7-A 12/ 15/ 27 12/ 15/ 28 
Int. 
6% 
6% 
6% 
6% 
6% 
6% 
6% 
6% 
Amount 
75,207.65 
60,371.55 
54,229.62 
53,555.73 
53,555.74 
8-A 1/ 15/ 28 1/ 15/ 29 
9-A 2/ 15/ 28 2/ 15/ 29 
10-A 3/ 15/ 28 3/ 15/ 29 
11-A 3/ 15/ 28 3/ 15/ 29 
12-A 4/ 15/ 28 4/ 15/ 29 120,817.22 
117,t94.17 
111,620.29 
13-A 5/ 15/ 28 5/ 15/ 29 
14-A 6/ 15/ 28 6/ 15/ 29 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
Total of Renewal Notes $1,069,706.55 
7/ 15/ 27 
8/ 15/ 27 
9/ 15/ 27 
10/ 15/ 27 
11/ 15/ 27 
12/ 15/ 27 
1/ 15/ 28 
2/ 15/ 28 
3/ 15/ 28 
4/ 15/ 28 
7 / 15/ 28 6% $ 98,639.57 
8/ 15/ 28 6% 95,709.25 
9/ 15/ 28 6% 88,694.39 
10/ 15/ 28 6% 92,628.51 
11/ 15/ 28 6% 54,773.91 
12/ 15/ 28 6% 41,224.39 
1/ 15/ 29 6% 58,275.45 
2/ 15/ 29 6% 76,630.20 
3/ 15/ 29 6% 86,919.67 
4/ 15/ 29 6% 91,531.25 
Total Current Notes $ 785,026.59 
Renewal Note ,, 
'' 
'' 
'' 
'' 
'' 
'' ,, 
Total Notes to Arundel Corp ..... . .. $1,854,733.14 
Indebtedness of Board Account of 
estimates not yet paid by notes . . . 391,227.96 
Total Indebtedness to Arundel Corp. $2,245,961.10 
'fo BROWN CouPANY 
No. Date of Note Due Int. 
1 2/ 1/ 28 2/ 1/ 29 6 o 
2 2/ 21/ 28 2/ 21/ 29 6 % 
3 3/ 15/ 28 3/ 15/ 29 6% 
4 4/ 27 / 28 4/ 27 / 29 6 ',7c 
Amount 
$ 5,343.65 
8,580.00 
7,762.50 
6,727.50 
'fatal ..... .. ..... . ..... $28,413.65 $28,.U3.65 
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To TRUSTEES OF THE INTERNAL IMPROVE:\lENT FUND 
6 5/ 31/ 26 
9 2/ 2/ 27 
10 2/ 22/ 27 
11 3/ 16/ 27 
13 4/ 5/ 27 
14 5/ 31/ 27 
15 6/ 7/ 27 
90 days 
90 days 
90 days 
90 days 
90 days 
90 days 
90 days 
3% $ 
3% 
3% 
3% 
3% 
3o/c 
3% 
Bal. Due Int. 
53,567.18 Pd. to 11/ 30/ 27 
20,000.00 
115,049.96 
16,000.00 
17,500.00 
6,000.00 
50,000.00 
Total .... . ........ $ 277,117.14 
'fotal Notes of Board .. $2,160,263.93 
Indebtedness to Arun-
del Corp. not yet 
paid by note .... . .. 391,227.96 
Total Indebtedness .... $2,551,491.89' 
The following debts are owed to the Board : 
$277,117.14 
$2,551,491.89 
Newhall Drainage District, note dated Feb. 1, 1926, for 
$9,642.92 6 o , due Aug. 1, 1926. Renewal note. Interest 
paid on notes r enewed. 
Note date Jan. 1, 1927, for $21,285.27, 6% due July 1, 
1927. Renewal note. Interest on notes renewed was $1,-
769.62, and $1,700.00 was paid. Interest due $69.62 plus 
interest from January, 1927. 
Disston I land Drainage District owes $6,289.72, since 
1924, for construction and engineering. 
South Shore Drainage District owes $2,467.36, for en-
gineering and inspection from June, 1926, to March, 1927. 
H endry County owes $2,000.00 since 1925, for excavation. 
12 
Issue 
5/ 1/ 1917 
~ 7/ 1/ 1920 
~ 1/ 1/ 1921 
-7 / 1/ 1921 
"'1_LJ../l922 
~ 1/ 1923 
/ 1/ 1924 
1/ 1/ 15'25 
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DRAINAGE BONDS 
BONDS OUTSTANDING 
Retired 
Out tanding 
July 1, 1926 
$ 117,600.00 6% 
1,500,000.00 6% 
1,000,000.00 67c 
500,000.00 6% 
1,250,000.00 6% 
1,500,000.00 5½ % 
700,000.00 5½ 7c 
1,300,000.00 5½ 7c 
7/ 1/ 26 
to 
6/ 30/ 28 
$117,600.00 
273,000.00 
232,000.00 
None 
None 
137,000.00 
700,000.00 
None 
Outstanding 
June 30, 1928 
None 
$1,227,000.00 
768,000.00 
500,000.00 
1,250,000.00 
1,363,000.00 
None 
1,300,000.00 
Sub total $7,867,600.00 $1,459,600.00 $6,408,000.00 
Series A 
Series B 
Series C 
REFUNDING BONDS ISSUED JULY 1, 1925 
$2,500,000.00 57c None $2,500,000.00 
None 5% $505,000.00 505,000.00 
None 57c 837,000.00 837,000.00 
Sub total $2,500,000.00 
Grand total $10,367,600.00 
$1,342,000.00 $3,842 000.00 
$10,250,000.00 
BONDS IN HANDS OF STATE TREASURER 
Not Y et Deliverecl 
REFUNDING BONDS 
Series B-No. 506 to No. 2500 .... . ........ $1,995,000.00 
Series C-).Jo. 838 to No. 3950 .............. 3,113,000.00 
Total unissued ............. . ........ $5,108,000.00 
The r efunding bonds were exchanged for bonds pre-
viously issued, or sold and a like amount of older bonds 
redeemed so as to keep the outstanding bonded indebted-
ness at $10,250,000.00. The refunding process was begun 
in the period covered by the last audit, dated June 30, 
1926, and was brought into balance durino- the period of 
this audit. Bonds not due but called or offered for ex-
change were redeemed at 1027c , refunding bonds sold or 
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exchanged at 92.45 %, and difference in accrued interest 
at date of exchange paid. 
The Treasurer holds for the Board receiver's certificate 
of proof of claim against the Bank of Okeechobee, assigned 
by the tax collector on account of taxes collected, as fol-
lows: 
No. 693, Acct. One Mill Maintenance Tax .. $ 388.29 
No. 694, Acct. Acreage Tax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,560.58 
Dividends of $15.53 and $62.45, respectively, were re-
ceived and deposited in the proper tax funds. 
The Board has certificates of proof of claim that could 
not be located against the Bank of Moore Haven, assigned 
by the tax collector on account of taxes collected. On 
March 31, 1928, the bond fund received $17.13 account 
41/2 c7 dividend paid March, 1928, and the tax fund re-
ceived $47.59 account 12½ % dividend paid May, 1925. 
The board has certificates that could not be located as-
signed by the tax collector of Palm Beach County under 
Chapter 12240 (1927 ) amounting to $30,600.52. 
It is respectfully recommended that these certificates of 
proof of claim be located and properly filed, and accounts 
kept on them. 
The following are statements of balances, receipt and 
disbursements of the funds of the Everglade Prainage 
District: 
DRAINAGE BOND Ft ND JULY 1, 1926, TO JUNE 
30, 1927 
Balance July 1, 1926 .............. $373.772.55 
Less warrants outstanding 262.46.5.79 
~ et balance July 1. 1926 ............ ...... .......... $ 
Loans from I. I. Fund ...... .............. ........... . 
Certifi ·ates of Deposit taken up by 
Spitzer Rorick & Co .... .... ........................ . 
Interest on C/D ..................... ...................... . 
Int. on New Hall D. D. notes ................. . 
Int. on funds in banks ..................... ...... .. . 
~ale maps, old machinery, ek .......... ...... . 
Sale canal rock and supplies ......... ........ .. . 
Canal toll s .................. .............. ........ ........ ... . 
Transfer from Drainage Tax fund ....... . 
From ~pitzer Rorick & Co., in exchange 
of . '67.000.-6o/t bonds for $90,000.-
5 o/( l10nds ........... ... .... .... ...................... .... ... . 
Lea se canal R/W ....................................... . 
Yarious refunds ...... ................ .. ...... ..... ........ . 
111.306.76 
228,427.15 
500,000.00 
H.188.89 
1.700.00 
1,706.84 
1.518.63 
3.795.18 
1.566.94 
142.822.12 
16,205.00 
62.50 
366.99 
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Refunded I. I. Fund _____ ··· ···· ······ ······· ··········· 
Paid Treasurer '·Items of Reconcile-
ment" in audit of June 30, 1926-.......... . 
R edeemed $13,000-bonds at par ......... -·--· 
$5,000-bonds called at 102 and com-
mission ·········· ·····-·- ······· ··· ·········- ····- ··· ·--···· -
R ed eemed $8,000-bouds Ht par aud 
commission ········ -· ············ ····· ...... .. ............ . 
R edeemed $1,000-boud at par ...... ........... . 
Paid Sinking Fund Account exchange 
of bonds ...... ......... .. .. .... ... .......... ......... ........ . 
Bills paid, see distrilmtion ....... . -.. .. .......... . 
Error in paying warrant ........ ·- ·· ·········-······ 
Net balance June 30. 1920 ........... ........... _ ...... . 
$ 8,902.08 
50,822.12 
13,000.00 
5,106.37 
8,010.00 
1,000.00 
467.00 
927,936.68 
.40 
,422.35 
:j-1,023,667.00 $1,023,667.00 
DRAINAGE BOND F UND JULY 1, 1927, TO JUNE 
30, 1928 
N et balance July 1. 1927.. ............ _ .................. . $ 8.422.3:'i 
L oans from l. I. Fund .... ······ ·· ·· -·-· ··· ·· ········-· · 28,796.15 
Canal tolls ··········· ··-- ·-·········-··························· 448.09 
Sale canal rock aud supplies·-·-·- ·· ··············-· 4.620.93 
Miscellaneous receipts and refunds........ .... 1,135.97 
Interest on funds in banks ..... .. ·-··········· ········ 152. 3 
R ent of boat .................. ···········-········-····· ········ 96.3-! 
::5a le of reports .......... ............. ... ................... _.. 130.50 
Inspection fees ········ ····-······· ········· ·-- ···· ··· ····· ··· · 150.00 
Dividend from R eceiver of Bank of Oke-
chobee ······················-················· ············ ·· ····-· 17.13 
Bills paid, see distri bution ······· -············ ···· $ 41,~D2.58 
2,577.71 Net balance June 30, 1928 .. ................. ... ..... . 
$ -:1:3,970.29 $ 43,970.29 
:Xet balance. June 30, 1928 ... ..................... $ 2,577.71 
Warrants outstandiug ···· ············-· ·············· 264.45 
Treasurer's balance, June 30, 1928 ....... ... $ 2,842.lG 
DRAINAGE TAX F UND JULY 1, 1926, TO J NE 
30, 1927 
Ba lance July 1, 1926_ ....... ...... $476,355.58 
Less warrants outstanding.. 695.39 
Net balance July 1. 1926 ..... . 
Taxes r eceiYed ...... ............. .... . 
From Comptroller a ccount 
tax redemptions ········ ·····-·-·· 
Loan from r. I. Fund ........... . 
Refund from Sinking Fund 
Paid Intere. t Cou pons .. ....... . 
$ 475.660.19 
1,170,339.67 
3.50 
15,000.00 
150.00 
$ 560,065.65 
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Paid Commission ···· ······· ··- ···· 
Bonds called $96,200.00, 
at 102 ···· ··-- ·-·········· ·············· 98,124.00 
Commission ········ ······· ········· ···- 94.00 
Bonds matured $2,300, at 
par ·············· ····--···· ··············· ·$ 2,300.00 
Commiss ion ··-·· ··· ···· ···· ······ ······ 0.33 
Bonds exchanged $100.000-
a t par, given $100,000, 
Series B 5% , at 92.45% . 
paid discount ..................... . 
Bonds exchanged $700,000 
given $700,000 Series C 
5% ···· ······· ·-······· ···················· 
And bonds exchanged $137.-
000 given $137,000, Series 
C 5 o/o ···· ···· ·················-- -·-·-· ··· 
And bonds called $10,100-
a t 102% ......... ..................... $ 10,302.00 
Commission ···· ·········· ········· ·-·· · 12.88 
Repaid I. I. Fund ........ .. . ··-·· ···· 
Tra nsferred to Sinking Fund 
Tra nsferred to Bond Fund .. 
Paid bills. see distribution .. 
:Xet l.Jalance June 30, 1927._ .. 
653.91 
98,218.00 
2.300.33 
7.550.00 
-:1:3.442.00 
10.362.6, 
J0,314., 8 
15.000.00 
21.986.28 
l-:1:2.822.12 
3-:1:2.3-:1:7 .-!O 
406,090.11 
$1.6Gl ,153.3G $1,661,153.36 
DRAINAGE 1'AX FUND J ULY 1, 1927, rro J UNE 
30, 1928 
Net balance July 1, 1927 .. . . 
Received taxes ...... ........ ....... . 
Paid Interest Coupon . ___ ....... . 
Paid commissions ........... .... . 
Exchanged $100,000 ma-
tured bonds for $100.000 
5% bonds 92.45% paid 
discount ...... ................ .... ..... . 
Exchanged $165,000 called 
bonds at 102% . Paid 
pre rnium ·········· ·· ········· ·-- -·····$ 3.300.00 
$165.000 5% bonds, at 
92.45% paid di scount.- ·-·· ·· 12,457.50 
Diffe ren ce accrued interest 
t o D ec. 9, 1927 ........... --·· --··· 724.17 
Exe. ~50.000 called bond. 
a t 102'¾ for $50.000 5% 
bonds at 92.45% paid pre-
mium ················ ··· ·--···-·--······ ··· 1,000.00 
$ 406,090.11 
1,273,lfll.42 
$ 557.902.50 
657.61 
7.550.00 
16.481.67 
16 BIENNIAL REPORT 1927-1928 
Paid disc. on 5% bonds....... . 3,375.00 
Difference in accrued inter-
est to March 9, 1928............ 94.43 
Transferred to Sinking Fund 
Red. $5,000 bonds in Sink-
ing Fund ............................... . 
Repaid I. I. Fund ................. . 
Paid bills, see distribution 
:Xet balance June 30, 1928 .... 
4,869.43 
26,813.30 
5,000.00 
258,520.32 
399,385.86 
402,100.84 
$1.679,281.53 $1.679.281.53 
Net balance ............................ $402.100.S-1 
Outstanding warrants .......... 17.014.13 
Treas. bal. June 30, 1928 ...... $419.114.97 
ONE MILL DRAINAGE TAX FUND .J LY 1, 1926, 
TO JUNE 30, 1927 
Balance July 1, 1926 .... ...... .. $ 59,173.7-1 
Less \varrants outstanding l'ione 
Net balance July 1, 1926.... $ 
Receipts, taxes ................... . 
Paid bills, see distribution .. 
Balance June 30, 1927 ......... . 
59.173.74 
22,279.60 
$ 66,424.47 
15,028.87 
$ 81,453.3-1 $ 81.453.34 
JULY 1, 1927, TO JUNE 30, 1928 
Balance July 1, 1927 ........ ................ ............ $ 
Receipts, taxes .................... ................ ....... . 
Paid bills, see distribution ..... ....... .. ...... ... . 
Balance June 30, 1928 .......... ... .................... . 
15.02 .87 
26,442.99 
$ 22,247.36 
19.224.50 
----- ------
$ -11.-171.86 $ 41,471.86 
~o warrants outstanding. 
EVERGLADES DRAINAGE DISTRICT BOND SINK-
ING FUND 
JULY 1, 1926, TO JUNE 30, 1927 
Balance July 1, 1926 .................................... $ 
Transfer 2% taxes collected ................... . 
Interest, funds in banks .......................... . . 
Interest on bonds in Fund ............ .......... .. . . 
Discount paid on 5% refunding bonds 
exchanged for 6% bonds o"·ned by 
Fund ......................................................... . 
Refund interest paid in error ................. . 
Balance June 30, 1927 ............................ ... . 
73,450.19 
21.986.28 
2.685.84 
291.65 
467.00 
150.00 
D ,739.96 
$ !) , 89.!)6 $ 9 . 89.96 
EVERGLADES DRAINAGE DISTRICT 17 
JULY 1, 1927, TO JUNE 30, 1928 
Balance July 1, 1927 .................................... $ 98,739.96 
Transfer 2% taxes collected...................... 26.813.30 
Interest on funds in banks.......... .............. 3,694.91 
Interest on bonds in fund .......................... 125.00 
Redem ption of bonds in fund.......... .......... 5.000.00 
Disbursements ........................ ...................... l'iolle 
Balance June 30, 1928........ ........................ $ 134.373.17 
$ 13-1.373.17 $ 134,373.17 
No warrants outstanding. 
Respectfully submitted. 
A. J. HE::\'RY, Auditor. 
REPORT EVERGLADES ENGINEERING BOARD OF 
REVIEW 
In March 1927, the Board of Commissioners of Ever-
glades Drainage District engaged the services of Messrs. 
Anson Marston, S. H. McCrory, and George B. Hills, to 
·ubmit a report on the drainage of the Everglades. The 
abo-, e, comprising the Everglades Engineering Board of 
R ein:,ew submitted their report in May following. 'fhis re-
port deals with the engineering features involved in con-
nection with the drainage of the Everglades, reviewed the 
work previously done, rendered its opinion as to the 
efficiency, correctness and effectiveness of the work al-
ready performed, and the cost of the same, and sub-
mitted recommendations for the Board to follow in carry-
ing out the new work of the District. This report was 
publi hed by the Board of Commissioners of Everglades 
Drainage District and is available upon request. 
The above was the second time that the Board of Com-
missioners of Everglades Drainage District had employed 
eminent engineer · to make an examination and report re-
garding the Everglades, the prior report being that of the 
Everglades Engineering Commission made up of Isham 
Randolph, l\Iarshall 0. Leighton and Edmund T. Perkins. 
STAT . S OF WORK 
The statu · of vvork of Everglades Drainage District is 
. hown by the following tables: 
18 BIENNIAL REPORT 1927-1928 
TABLE ''A'' 
ICVERGLADES DRAI~AGE DISTRICT-STATUS OF PRESENT 
,vORK TO JAN. 1, 1929 
Name of Canal 
Caloosahatchee ........ ......... . 
Cypress Creek ............ ....... . 
Dania ..... ................. ....... .... . 
Harneys Pond ................ ... . 
Nine Mile ... ... .. ...... ............. . 
Snake Creek .......... .. .... .. ... . 
Tamiami .... .................... ..... . 
South New Hirnr ............. . 
8napper Creek ... ..... ....... .. . 
Snapper Creek Ext. . ...... . 
Indian Prairie ................. .. . 
Hillsboro ... ......... ............ .. . . 
North New River 
Miami .................. ..... ..... ..... . 
St. Lucie ................ .. ..... ...... . 
West Palm Beach ..... .... .... . 
Lateral Canals ................. . 
rJl 
..c:I~ ..., ..... 
~~ 
:ts 
28.00 
12.20 
5.95 
3.65 
9.73 
1-!.30 
5.52 
25.00 
12.56 
8.47 
20.83 
50.00 
59.20 
,~.70 
25.00 
40.90 
39.90 
Totals ......... ..... ............... . 430.97 
-
rJl 
'O . :.. 
:-- ~ 
~H 
X c; 
ril :0 
38 
~-= 
3.199.457 
.768.288 
1,1G9.019 
226.952 
1-!8.610 
292.346 
-!19,577 
3,700,977 
572,090 
328.847 
1,668,705 
8,522,440 
8,708,416 
8.211,169 
25,205,487 
10,738,937 
1.181,235 
75.062,552 
TABLE '' B '' 
..., 
rJl 
0 
0 
298,419.35 
106,504.34 
169,559.49 
44,455.70 
16,812.70 
42,169.66 
92,968.78 
1,031,559.31 
149,442.87 
278,553.74 
1,129,322.75 
1,935,230.74 
1,994,502.42 
5,791,449.45 
1,686.307 .51 
103,926.75 
lfl-!.871.185.5G 
EYERGLADES DRAINAGE DISTRICT-ST.A.TLS OF PRESENT 
WORK TO J.A.K 1, 1929 
Lake Okeec-hobee LeYee. 
Hae-om Point-Hillsboro DiL ... 
.Hillsboro-N. New River DiL. 
North New River-Miami Div .. . 
Miami-Sand Point Div ............ . 
Moore Haven-Sand Point DiY. 
Moore HaYen-~orth,vest Dh-... 
Length. 
11.00 
3.10 
7.50 
6.30 
15.00 
3.-!0 
Excava-
tion. 
874,871 
343,274 
817,378 
421,53-! 
1,071,738 
212,628 
$ 
Cost. 
163,949.05 
66,977.30 
146,644.15 
82,653.99 
192,126.37 
39,083.62 
Totals ........................ .. ........... ... .. 46.90 3.7-!1,423 $ 691,434.48 
)fiscellaneous excavation for 
slips. dams, docks, etc. ........... . l<ll,959 
TOTAL EXCAVATION (canals 
and levees ) .. .. ...... ... ...... .... ......... 78,fl55,D3-! $15.562,620.04 
EVERGLADES DRAINAGE DISTRICT 
TABLE " B " -(Continued) 
19 
Lock Dimensions 
Locks and Dams. Width Length Cost. 
(feet) (feet) 
Nor·th New River No. 1 ... ........... ........ 25 130 $ 59,795.50 
North New River No. 2 (obsolete) .. 20 90 7,169.81 
North New River No. 3 (ollsolete ) .. 20 90 6,513.10 
North New River No. 4 ............... ... .... 22 110 109,506.94 
South New River No. 1 ...................... 22 90 68,621.31 
Miami No. 1 ...................... .. ............ .... 25 130 133,138.21 
Miami No. 4 ...... ............... .......... ........... 22 90 53,488.98 
Hillsboro No. 1 ........................ .... ........ 25 130 61,432.50 
Hillsboro No. 2 ................................... . 25 130 215,337.94 
West Palm Beach No. 1. ...... .... .......... 25 130 109,894.07 
West Palm Beach No. 2 ·············· ····· 25 135 304,937.43 
Caloosahatchee No. 1 ....... ... ... ........... 30 150 114,103.60 
Caloosahatchee No. 2 ...................... 30 150 88,836.64 
Caloosaha tchee No. 3 ........... .... ......... 30 150 129,015.35 
St. Lucie No. 1 ........ .... ........... ............... 30 150 125,677.25 
St. Lucie No. 2 .............. ................... ... .. 30 150 417,689.01 
Total cost of loc-ks to date, $2,005,157.64. 
TABLE "C" 
EVERGLADES DRAINAGE DISTRICT-STA.Tl.TS OF PRESENT 
WORK TO JAN. 1, 1929 
Other vVork. 
Operations Department ... ........... ...... .... .. .. $ 
Drainage Surveys ........... ....... .............. ....... . 
Equipment) Ne"': Equipme~t ..... .......... . 
t Eqmpment Mamtenance ... . 
Storm Emergency .......... ...... .... .......... ......... . 
Fire Control ...... .... ........ ........... ................. ... . 
Miscellaneous Costs ............ .. ..... .... ... ......... . 
Costs. 
61,839.01 
11,872.06 
109,513.83 
30,725.61 
20,569.28 
57,973.78 
65,831.95 
Total ..... ................... ...... ........ .... .... ... ..... $ 358,325.52 
RECAPITU LATION . 
Total Costs to January 1, 1929 
Canal Exca,·ation ............ .... ... ............. ..... ... ........................ $14,871.185.56 
Control "orks (locks and dams)............... ...... .... ........ ... 2,005,157.64 
t~~:~ ~0~-~t~~~~~~ ... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~'.:~::!2 
Total Expenditures ... ............ .................. ...... ............. $17,926,103.20 
Distribution of the alJove costs may be made as follows: 
~~!;~ag~nt~:~i··::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::$~'.~~~'.~1°:i~ 
Na,igation ................. ........ .. ............ .... ....................... 2 O 3 96:1.33 
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FLOOD PROTECTION AROUND LAKE 
OKEECHOBEE 
This subject was discussed at length in the Biennial 
Report, 1925-1926. By reason of the importance of this 
subject,. and for emphasizing certain recommendations 
made in the former Biennial Report, attention is again 
called to flood protection around Lake Okeechobee, the 
necessity therefor, and the character of works designed 
for that purpose. 
Experience during the hurricane of 19'28, again em-
phasizes the absolute necessity for protection against Lake 
Okeechobee during such times. The statement in the 
1925-1926, report regarding reduction of hurricane dangers 
is even more applicable now by reason of an early occur-
ence of another hurricane. What was stated then should 
be emphasized now, and for laying emphasis upon the 
same, the statement in the 1925-1926 report is in part set 
down here as follows : 
There is absolute necessity of undertaking on a broad, 
comprehensive scale, not only the protection of lands 
around the lake against storm damage in so far as prac-
ticable, but also reducing the danger to human life. That 
there will be other storms is certain. The occurence of 
hurricanes such as that experienced in September, 1926, 
according to available records, is at extremely infrequent 
intervals, but records are often broken and there is no way 
of forecasting how soon another may be experienced, hence 
the early preparation for and speedy completion of works 
for combating hurricane dangers is most desirable. The 
protection of life and property against hurricanes is a 
feature not strictly a part of land drainage, but the experi-
ence of September, 1926, makes clear the necessity of 
combatting this danger, as well as providing against heavy 
rainfall. The construction of drainage canals adequate 
for carrying away heavy rainfall, or of the regulation of 
Lake Okeechobee to a degree satisfactory for agricultural 
purposes, and as protecting the land against overflow, is 
strictly a part of the drainage enterprise. The reduction 
of danger from hurricanes is another matter. Correlation 
of these two forces, water and wind, and the aggravation 
of danger by reason of the simultaneous culmination of 
them in combination, especially in the lake region, is pro-
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ductive of conditions similar to those along the shore of 
the sea itself, and against which it is absolutely imperative 
to undertake work which will bring the dangers resulting 
from their combination within reasonable limits by break-
ing up the combination of these two destructi, e agencies. 
Since but one, of these is susceptible of treatment, efforts 
must be confined to works to resist the storm-driven waters. 
In other words, levees must be built along the shore of 
Lake Okeechobee. 
In planning for flood relief and for lessening hurricane 
danger, it may seem that the expenditures necessary for 
its accomplishment are large. The degree of protection 
necessary should be carefully considered. If such pro-
tection is for agricultural purposes only, perhaps works 
affording less degree of protection and at reduced cost, 
might be justified on the theory that almost any expendi-
ture would improve conditions, hence warranted. There 
are situations, therefore, where partial protection may be 
wise and where property losses at infrequent periods could 
be borne. On the other hand, there are other situations, 
such as the protection of towns and homes, involving the 
consideration of human life, where anything less than 
complete protection not only would be unwise, but a men-
ace to the lives and property intended to be protected, and 
where the provision of insufficient works might lead the 
inhabitant to a feeling of false security which would re-
sult in aggravating the danger, rather than ameliorating 
it. 
The construction of an adequate levee around the south-
western, southern and south-eastern shores of Lake Okee-
chobee of sufficient height to prevent hurricane driveu 
water going over them, and of sufficient mass and resist-
ance to withstand wave action under hurricane conditions, 
will r equire works of far greater height, strength and mass: 
and at much greater cost, than any required merely for 
retaining the waters of Lake Okeechobee under non-hurri-
cane conditions; but structures capable of resisting the 
effects of such storms as that which occurred last Septem-
ber can be built, and though at large cost, the exigencies 
of the case must be its justification. 
The above is from Biennial Report dated Jan. 1st, 1927. 
One year and nine months after the above was written. 
and two years from the occurrence of the former hurri-
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cane, another had spread devastation and death in that 
~rea . As a result of the 1928 hurricane, the damage with-
m Everglades Drainage District area as estimated by r e-
ports from various sources within the several counties af-
fected, amounted to $3,800,000, and the loss of approxi-
mately 2,000 lives. 
In connection with construction of levees around Lake 
Okeechobee, it might be well to state the purpose of these 
lev_ees and to correct an erroneous impression which is 
qmte general r egarding them. There has been an idea 
abroad_ that the construction of levees such as are pro-
po ed !.S for the purpose of holding the lake water at high 
le_yels ._ The levees are for no such purpose. Their con-
struct10n around the low shores of the lake is not for 
holding h~gh water levels in Lake Okeechobee, but to pre-
vent hurricane-driven waters being blown out of the lake 
endangering life and flooding the ]and. It is here em: 
phasizecl that the levees proposed are for flood protection 
under hurric~ne conditions, and not for holding water in 
the lake at high levels under non-hurricane conditions. 
When levee construction began in 1921 their purpose 
was for r estoring the rim of the lake at or somewhat above 
its original elevation from which it had subsided three 
to four feet due to settling of the spongy muck soil from 
drainage. Protection against hurricanes was not contem-
plated. It may be interesting to know that all of the de-
velopments in the upper Everglades around Lake Okee-
chobee, the growing of crops, the marketinO' of them and 
the bringing into that section of millions° of dollars in 
r eturn,_ was made poss~ble by the works thu far provided. 
What 1s now n eeded 1s enlargement, extension and addi-
tion to prese~t works in order that they may be adequate 
to protect lives and property against hurricane-driven 
waters from Lake Okeechobee. 
REGULATION OF LAKE LEVELS 
In connection with levees, the r eO'ulation of lake levels 
must be consider ed as an insepara°ble part of the flood 
control probl~m. The existing War Department permit 
defines elevat10n 15.0 f eet as the level about which the 
lake is to be reg ulated and det ermines that elevation as 
the minimum desirable level for the said lake. With the 
minimum level at elevation 15.Q feet , the high level be-
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comes 18 feet. The question of lowering this level came 
before the War Department at hearings held by that de-
partment at Pahokee and at Moore Haven in October 
1927, in connection with a consideration of works for flood 
control and for navigation by the United States. This of-
fice is of the opinion that sufficient proof existed then and 
was submitted by the Drainage Board as an arO'ument for 
a lower level of regulation. That proof has s;bsequently 
been emphasized. A high lake level of 16 feet would be 
inher ently safer than a high level of 18 feet . 
THE H URRICANE OF SEPTEMBER 1928 
' 
rrhe hurricane which had been approaching Florida from 
the southeast , reported September 10th r eached the Okee-
chobee section during the evening of S~ptember 16th. The 
general direction of storm translation was northwest erly. 
A_s the storm approached , the ·wind blew with increasing 
n olence from the northeast. With the arrival of the storm 
the ·wind came in from the north immediately ahead of 
the storm's path and from northwesterly on the west side 
of its path. In its first stage, with the wind cominO' from 
n~rtherly directions as above, the duration of heavy
0 
storm 
wmds .was from 4 to 6 hours, r eaching maximum velocity 
during the hour preceding the lull. As the storm struck 
Lake Okeechobee, the general wind direction was from 
the northward toward the south end of the lake. 
In the southeast section of the lake ther e is a large pocket 
~cnown as South_ Bay. rrl1e water throughout South Bay 
~ hallow, vary1_ng from a few inches along its edge to 
u to 7 feet at distances of 5 or 6 miles off shore where 
the water r eached its greatest height during the fir~t phase 
of th~ st_orm. Marks of various kinds on and along the 
levee md1cate that wave crests r eached 29 feet. Still v; ater 
in building_s along and n ear the levee r egist er ed water 
marks ~ · high as 25.7 feet. During the week ending the 
clay pn or to the torm, the elevation of the lake ranged 
from 16.3 to 16.4 feet. The day following· the storm the 
lake ·tood at 17.3 f eet. Land elevations along this section 
vary generally from 17.0 to 19.0 feet. Storm water s in 
the South Bay section of the lake wer e driven to heio·hts 
of 12 feet above the then lake level. 
0 
N ar midnight a lull came, indicating the center or 
vor t x of the storm. This lull lasted 40 to 50 minutes 
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in the east lake section, according to best information. 
Following this lull, the wind came in with sudden and 
violent force from the south and slightly southwest. This 
was the second phase of the storm. The wind from the 
south promptly shifted the lake crest from the south end 
to the north end. Indications are that wave crests reached 
elevation 29 feet at the north end. A water mark inside 
of a building near the ornt showinO' wave crest at elevat10n 
29 feet, registered 26.9 1feCThe wind from the south 
reached its maximum intensity in about 30 minutes to one 
hour, after which it rapidly subsided. Along the east 
·hore of the lake the water rose from 2 to 4 feet as meas-
ured at Canal Point, head of Saint Lucie Canal and vi-
cinity. The accompanying map shows water levels reached 
during the storm at various points along and near the 
lake shore and a water st.age curve for the two storm 
phase . 
The comparatively slight rise along the East Beach 
probably results from : 
1.-The direction of the wind in both phases of the 
storm was nearly parallel with the east shore line. 
2.-The long shore line of even configuration . 
3.-The slope of the shore is much more pronounced 
o-, er this section of the lake, water to a depth of 
8· to 12 feet extending to within 800 to 1000 feet 
of the shore, permitting undertow to set in, thus 
assisting in returning the storm-driven surface 
"aters to the body of the lake along the bottom. 
Along the entire south shore of the lake there are tem-
porary levees extending g·enerally to elevation 22 to 28 
feet. The lower sections of the levees were topped. A 
few high sections around elevation 29 feet show evidence 
that the water did not go over these high places. The 
temporary levee was constructed for the most part of muck, 
marl and sand, or a mixture of the above and of rock in 
a f eVi places where rock had been encountered in excavat-
inO'. Though without riprap protection, considerable 
reache. of the levee suffered but minor damage. In a 
few places the levee was breached; in many places the top 
was wa hed away to a depth of two to three feet. 'rhe 
ection of levee where damage occurred extended from 
Pelican Point to Miami Canal, a distance of 21 .6 miles. 
The aggregate length of levee damaged to the extent of 
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- LEGE.ND-
• HIGH WATERMAO:KS IN TR.EE.5 ON LEVEE 
OR ON R:I0GE ' 
O HIGH 't"ATER. MA~KS FROM STILL WATER: 
! 
e 
l.AKE OKEECHOBEE 
MAP OF 
LAKE. OK[E.CHOBE.E 
SHOWING 
HIGH WATER MARKS ON SHORE OF LAKE 
AND 
STORM TIDE DIAGRAM , DU RING THE 
HURRICANE:. OF SEPTEMBER. 1528 
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having its crest lowered to elevation 20 feet or below, was 
1.7 miles. 
With the exception of the levee as above, drainage works 
of the District, including canals, locks, spillways, and other 
structures, suffered no serious damage. 
The accompanying is a record of the Everglades Drain-
ao-e District barometer at West Palm Beach during the 
storm period : 
Sept. 
Sept. 
Sept. 
15th- 7 :00 A. M.- 29.86 
12 :00 Noon- 29.78 
6 :00 P. M.-29.69 
16th- 1 :00 A. M.-29.68 
4 :30 A. M.-29.64 
8 :40 A . lVI.- 29 .46 
11 :40 A . M.-29.33 
2 :30 P . M.-29.04 
16th- 5 :20 P. M.- 28.20 
6 :00 P. M.- 27.92 
6 :15 P. M.- 27.74 Beginning of Lull. 
6 :50 P. M.-27.70 
7 :00 P . M.-27.62 
7 :10 P. M.- 27 .60 (2 minutes) 
7 :30 P. M.- 27.78 End of lull 
8 :15 P. M.-28.08 
9 :00 P. M.- 28.52 
10 :00 P. M.- 28.9'0 
11 :00 P. M.-29.07 
Sept. l 7th-12 :15 A. M.-29.22 
9 :00 A. M.-29.54 
11 :00 A. M.-29.55 
5 :00 P. M.-29.60 
The velocity of storm translation was approximately 15 
mile· p er hour, so that equivalent storm periods as be-
tween W est Palm Beach and the eastern shore of Lake 
k echobee are separated by 3 to 4 hours. The anemometer 
at Evero·lades Drainage District station three miles south-
a t of Lake Okeechobee near Belle Glade failed at an 
indicated wind velocity of 96 miles ei hour. Another in-
trument located at Canal Point on the east shore is un-
offi ially r eported to have blown away when registering 
150 miles per hour. General indications in the affected 
territor., would lead to the assumption that the storm of 
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September, 1928, is comparable in wind velocity to that 
of September, 1926, where velocities of 132 miles per hour 
were reported from the Miami section. 
Rain catchment during the hurricane period was as 
follov\ s: 
Moore Haven- 5.33 inches. 
Canal Point-5.82 inches. 
Head of St. Lucie Canal-8.96 inches. 
The above is purposely referred to as '' catchment '' for 
there is little doubt but that our rain gauges did not' catch 
all of the precipitation. 'fhe best guide as to rainfall is 
the two days rise of Lake Okeechobee of 0.9 feet. This 
ri_se occ~rre~ before water in sufficient quantities began 
d1schargrng rnto the lake from its sheds to produce more 
than 0.2 feet rise. Rainfall on the lake must have amounted 
to an average of 9 inches, with greater amounts on the 
east and northeast than on other sections. This was the 
second extremely heavy rainfall in a single period during 
the 1928 rainy season, there having occurred in August 
13.17 inches of rain from the 8th to 13th. Though not 
relevant as to the September storm, it may be stated as 
having effect upon the lake and its watershed that the 
total rainfall caught at Saint Lucie station (near the 
center of both storms) for August and September was 
35 87 inches, and for nine months of 1928 to September 
30th, 65.44 inches, the normal for 12 months being ap-
proximately 48 to 50 inches in the lake section. The total 
for the year was 68.10 inches. 
The above description is related in order that conditions 
prevailing during that storm may be borne in mind in 
connection with a consideration of : 
1. Requirements for levees to resist hurricane-driven 
waters. 
2. Requirements for lake level control. 
LAKE LEVEES 
From the above it is shown that both storm crests, that 
is, the crest during the first phase of the storm on the south 
side of the lake and that during the second phase on the 
north side, reached practically the same elevation. Wave 
crests reac~ed elevation 29 feet in both instances. -----'" -
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The above elevation for hurricane driven "' aters was 
attained from a quiescent 1ake level of 16.4 feet, just be-
fore the storm. The basis of lake level regulation was with 
elevation 18 feet as an allowable maximum. Based on 
12 feet as the developed hurricane crest and 18 feet as 
the allowable maximum for quiescent lake level, it is clear 0 
that the top of the levee should not be below elevat~0 -.__;) 
feet for t ose sections of t e ake snowing necessity there-
for. 
'fhe way in which the hurricane struck Lake Okeechobee 
and its ,~ ind direction during both phases was not such as 
to disclose what ele, ation the water would have reached 
along the east shore had the wind come from the west, 
hence there is no way of knowing exactly what elevation 
the ;aters would have reached with the wind direction 
normal to the east shore and of an intensity equal to those 
of that hurricane. 'fhe configuration of the lake shore 
from Pelican Point to Chancy Bay, the more pronounced 
. ·lope of the lake bottom and the long even . hore line 
v,,ould undoubtedly tend to prevent as high lake level 
from winds of equal intensities as were attained elsewhere, 
but ju t what this difference is or may be there is no way 
of determining with absolute accuracy. It would scarcely 
be afe to allow a difference of more than 3 feet. Hence 
on uch allowance, if a levee with its crest at elevation not 
below 30 feet is required for south shore sections under lake 
level regulations up to 18 feet, the shore or a levee along 
Ea t Beach section and other sections of the lake with 
. imilar characteristics should not be below elevation 27 
feet. The natural shore along such sections is below that 
el , ation, hence if other sections of the lake are to be safe 
at lake level up to 18 feet, levees must be built entirely 
around the aid lake. From the foregoing it is therefore 
tated that on a basis of regulation of Lake Okeechobee, 
having 18 feet as the allowable maximum level, levees 
. ·hould be built around the low shores of the lake on the 
north and ·outh _g_des, having their crests not below eleva-
tion 30 feet, and that for sections of the lake such as East 
B ach, levees should be provided having their elevation 
not below 27 feet, with variations between elevation 27 
f et and elevation 30 feet, as local conditions warrant. 
As an alternative to levees entirely around Lake Okee-
chobee with a 1ake level based on a maximum of 18 feet, 
i the regulation of the lake based on 16 feet as the allow-
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..J able maximum, with levees having their crest at 28 feet for 
Lt.. the sections along the south shore and part of the north 
~(() ti shore, and omitting entirely levees along East Beach where 
VI 
(U Vl the natural shore line is above elevation 25 feet. ~ 
_j ::t: 5 
LLI ~ Es1TMATES OF CosTs 0 r- ~ For leYee entirely around the lake on the basis 1J 1. LJ 
tJ z of maximum lake level at 18 feet and levee crest 
w ~ at 30 to 31 feet, $6,311,000.00. 
Gj z w 2 . For levees around those sections of the lake where 
..J lJ necessary, based upon lake level control at an allow-
0 I!) 
}-
([_ able maximum of 16 feet, and levee crest at 28 
z feet, $2,593,000.00 
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LAKE OUTLETS 
Lake Okeechobee js the second largest body of fresh I 
water wholly within the U nite States. is nearly cir-
cular in form, ha, ing an average diameter of about 31 
miles and a su erficial area of approximately 730 square 
miles. Its maximum depth wit the lake a 18 fee above 
sealevel is 18 feet. The bottom of the lake at its greatest 
depth therefore is at sea level. Its average depth might 
be taken at about 8 to 12 feet . The normal elevation of 
the lake before drainage operations began wa.· 20.5 feet 
above the sea and usually fluctuated through a vertical 
range of 2 to 3 feet between high water in the rainy 
season and low water in the dry season. It occupies a 
large shallow depression in an extremely flat :urrounding 
country. 
The lake is the ..... catch basin receiving the runoff from 
its watershed to the northward which has an area of 4 176 
square miles. To the above should be add ed a secondary 
watershed around the south shore of the lake having an 
ar ea of 300 square miles, and the lake itself of 730 square 
miles. The total area as above under flood conditions 
amounts to 5,206 square miles. 'rhe water from the north-
ern watershed finds its way to the lake principally through 
the Kissimmee River and valley, and also through Taylor 
Creek, Fisheating Cr eek and by direct surface drainage 
not confined within definite channels. 
Since storm periods are those of primary importance in 
connection with flood control, it is necessary to give partic-
u] ar consideration to heavy rainfall as producing high lake 
levels, which in combination with hurricanes are produc-
tive of disastrous floods. Rainfall p riQds for · the years 
1922, 19'24, 1926, and 1928, are shown in · detail on dia-
grams for those years. The diagrams disclose similar 
charact eristics- f oreach rainfall period, the difference being 
chiefly of degr ee, depending on their r elative intensity, dur-
ation and distribution. 
These diagrams largely relate their own stories. Among 
other things they r eflect the value of Lake Okeechobe~ as 
a great r eservoir within which storm waters may be tem-
porarily stored . Each of these diagrams discloses that 
during limit ed p eriods much larger volumes of water 
pour into Lake Okeechobee than can be r emoved within 
it by di charge outlets capable of being provided within 
40 
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any r easonable limit of cost. In the year 1922, the average 
of the 10 day maximum coming into the lake was 25,800 
cubic feet per second; in 1924, the quantity was 51,600 ~ 
19-26. it amounted to 21,200; and in 1928, a year unlike, 
any preceding in that there were two separate intense 
rainstorms, there was a maximum 10 day inflow of 44,680 
cubic fe et p er second for the first storm and 42,500 for 
the second. The Saint Lucie Canal as completed has a dis-
charge capacity of 5,000 cubic feet per second, with lake 
elevation 17 feet: This discharge capacity to accommodate 
51,000 cubic feet per second neces. ·ary for holding the lake 
at an unchanged level at the end of a 10 day p eriod under 
such conditions, would require 10 canals such as the Saint 
Lucie at a cost of around $60,000,000.00. By reason of 
lake storao-e it i. unneces ary to discharge waters from it 
at anything like the rate at which it is supplied. 
For periods of S·O days water was supplied to the lake at 
the following average rates : 
1922- 9,800 cubic feet per second. 
1924- 8,300 cubic feet per second. 
1926- 7,100 cubic feet per second 
1928-15,310 cubic feet per second. 
In the above, evaporation losses are accounted for. rrhe 
total addition to Lake Okeechobee during the 90-day period 
for 1928 was greater than for any other year of record. 
The elevation of the lake at the beginning of the 1928 flood 
period was 13.7. The addition of the abm e volume to the 
lake with no lake discharge would have raised its level 6.2 
feet, or to elevation 19.9. To have controlled the level of 
the lake '" ithin three feet in 90 days under those conditions 
would have required discharging from the lake during that 
time an average of 8,400 cubic feet per second. 5,000 cubic 
feet per second of that amount has already been provided 
for through Saint Lucie Canal. The r emainfog discharge 
which Vi ould have been necessary for holding the lake to a 
3-foot rise under the conditions imposed during 1928, wouid 
be 3,400 cubic feet per second. 
A total discharge from the lake of 7,500 cubic feet per 
second would ha, e controlled the lake during the . torm 
period of 19'28, within a range of 3.4 feet. On August 7th, 
the beginning of the first storm, the lake was at ele, ation 
13.7 feet. With a total available discharge as above the 
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lake would have reached elevation 17.1 feet. The elevation 
actually attained, with Saint Lucie Canal as is, was 18.5 
feet. 
The Saint Lucie Canal as at present constructed has a 
discharge capacity from Lake Okeechobee with the lake at 
elevation 17.0 feet of five thousand cubic feet per second. 
For providing total discharge capacity of 7 500 cubic feet 
p er second either : ' 
1. Enlarge Saint Lucie Canal to a total of 7 500 
cubic feet per second at an estimated cost of '$1,-
224,000.00 for lake level regulation to 18 feet or 
$1,474,000.00 for 16 foot level. ' ' 
Or, 
2. Leave Saint Lucie Canal as is and enlarge Caloosa-
ha_tchee C_anal so that its discharge capacity will be 
2,b00 cubic feet per second at an estimated cost of 
$937,600.00 for lake level regulation to 18 feet, or 
$1 ,185,000.00 for 16-foot level for work within the 
boundaries of Everglades Drainage District. 
The second plan requires improvement of Caloosahatchee 
River west of the boundary of Everglades Drainaae Dis-
trict to such extent as will enable the said river to take 
care of the added ,vater from Lake Okeechobee. This plan 
~s therefore c~ntingent upon some other agency undertak-
mg that portion of the work outside of the Everofades 
Drai~age District. The estimated cost of the same is ap-
proximately $1,500,000.00. Caloosahatchee River is a 
navigable ·waterway of the United States and has been the 
subject of improvement by the Federal government from 
time to time. 
Of the above alternative plans, the preference is for im-
provmg the Caloosahatchee Canal and River for the fol-
lowing reasons : 
1. The cost of improvement within Everglades Drain-
age District is less and may be undertaken more 
economically by the District, provided some other 
agency undertakes the necessary improvement to 
Caloosahatchee River outside of Everglades Drain-
age District. 
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2. Additional territory will be open ed up and bene-
fitted by the improvement to Caloo:ahatchee Canal 
and River , ·while the improvement to Saint Lucie 
Canal 1..vill not affect adjacent territor:). 
3. The improvement to Caloosahatchee Canal and 
River r esulting- in a minimum navigable depth of 
six feet through this channel would afford the r e-
maining connection for a valuable navigable water-
wa v across Florida. 
4. Ex°j)erience during the hurricane of 1926, and 1928, 
and r ecords of other hurricane.· indicate that the 
paths of maximum disturbance are commonly 35 to 
45 miles in ·width. rrhat the direction of trarn;lation 
of such storms is, in a large majority of cases, from 
the southeast toward the nortbv,,est: that since the 
Saint Lucie and Caloosahatchee Canal and Rive1· 
have opposite directions more or less at right angles 
to th e usual path of hurricanes and are : eparated 
by more than HO miles between their nearest ends, 
and oTeater distances through their further rea ches, 
it is eunlikely that any on e hurricane will seriou ·ly 
damage both waterways, bnt that if Saint f_jucie 
Canal is in the path of the storm the Ca1oosa-
hatchee outlet will escape, and vice versa. H ence, 
if one of these waterways r eceived damage which 
r educes its discharge capacity from the lake, the 
other ·will escaP..__e and will be intact for serving _to 
its full capacity . Control outlets from opposite 
sides of the lake are adYi ·able. 
Cost of Lake Okeechobee control works to be provid ed 
in Everglade· Drainage District , based upon lake leYel up 
to 18 feet. 
LAKE OKEECHOBEE LEVEE (Elevation 31 feet. ) 
18 foot Ba ·is 
Earth 
South Shore, su bic yards . . . . . . . 4 922,000 
W est Shore cubic yards ... .. . . . 5,632 000 
~orth Shore, cubi c yards . . . . . . 1.932 000 
Ea, t Shore, cubic yards .. . ..... 1,964,000 
'l1otal cubic yards . . . . . . . . . . . . 14,450.00 
Rock 
1,970,000 
2,505,000 
630,000 
1,059,000 
6,16-1:1000 
• 
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CosT 
14,450,000 c.y . of earth @ 13c .. . ......... $1,878,500.00 
6,164,000 c.y . of rock @ 60c .. . .... . .. . . . 3,698,400.00 
Total .. . ..... . .. . .... . .... . .... . ...... $5,576,900.00 
Storm Gates at Moore Haven .... $ 30,000 
Storm Gates at Taylor Creek . . . 30,000 
Improvements to locks .. . ... . . .. 100;000 
Total .. . .. . .... . .... . .... . .. $ 160,000.00 
$5,736,900.00 
573,690.00 Plus 10% for incidentals .. . .. . 
Cost ................ . .... . .. $6,310,590.00 
OUTLETS 
(a) Enlargement Saint Lucie Canal 2,448,000 
cu. yds. @ 50c ....... . .... . .... . .. $1,2241000.00 
(b) 
Protection to Saint Lucie Canal . . . . . . . 175,000.00 
Plus 10% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 139,000.00 
Total St. Lucie Plan . ....... . .. . ... $7,849,490.00 
Enlargement Caloosahatchee Canal in 
District, 3,356,800 cu. yds. @ 26c .... $ 
Improvement to locks and spillways .. . 
Protection to Saint Lucie Canal ..... . 
Plus 10% .. . .... . ...... .. . . .. . ... . . . 
872,560.00 
65,000.00 
175,000.00 
111,256.00 
rrotal Caloosahatchee Plan ......... . $7,534,406.00 
( c) Including (b ) and adding cost of Caloosa-
hatchee River outside of District . ...... $9,034,400.00 
Since the District is not authorized by law to undertake 
works primarily for navigation, the above includes no new 
channels for developing continuous navigable depths with 
those works. Additional work for that purpose consi.sting 
of Caloosahatchee channel in Lake Okeechobee and chan-
nel in Saint Lucie River would cost approximately $345,-
000.00. 
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Based upon lake level up to 16 feet. 
LAKE OKEECHOBEE LE VEE-(Elevation 28 F t) 
l 6 foot Basis ee 
(A ) 
(B ) 
(C ) 
S~uth Shore-Bacorn Point t 3 
miles N W of l\ir H 
0 
· · .1.001 e aven. C b' Earth · u 1c 
Rock · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 2,883,400 ...... . .... 
Bacorn Point to ·Fi~;id~- · East 
East Coast Railway 111 -1 7? m1 es 
south of Canal Point. -
Earth .... . .... _ · 
Rock . . . · · · · · · · .... . .. . 
North of _Moore H~ ~~~ · ~~d · ~-e~~ 
to Atlantic Coast Line Grade . 
:~;~h . .... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · -. . . 347,000 
...... . .... . . . . . . . . . . 
522,000 
(D) North Shore: 
Earth . Rock · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · - .. 1,647,000 
.... . ................ . .. 
Totals-
Earth Rock · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 5,399,400 
.. . .... . .... . ........ 
Yards 
1,489,900 
215,800 
193,000 
673,000 
2,571,700 , 
CosT 
5,399,400 cu. yds. of Earth @ 13c 
2,571,700 cu. yds. of Rock @ 60 · · · · · · · · · · $ 701,922.00 C .. . · . · · · · · · 1,543,020.00 
Total .. . .. . . . 
Storm Gates all c~~~i~ · (l~;~ · · · · · · ). : · · · · · · · $2,244,942.00 
1 @ 32 000 p sum · 
5 @ 16 '000 .... · · · · · · · · · · · · .$32,000 
' .. . ......... · B0,000 $ 112,000.00 
Total Cost 
Plus 10% f~r· ·i~~id~~t~l~ · : : : : : : : : : · · · · · · $2,356,942.00 
235,694.20 
Cost 
· · · · · · $2,59'2,636.20 
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OUTLETS 
(a ) Enlargement Saint Lucie Canal 2,948,-
000 cu. yds. @ 50c .. . .... . .... . .. . $1 ,474,600.00 
Protection to Saint Lucie Canal . . . . . . . 175,000.00 
Plu. 10 '/< . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 164,900.00 
Total Cost St. Lucie Plan .. .. ....... $4,406,536.20 
(b) Enlargement Caloosahatchee Canal in 
Di. trict, 4,308,000 cu. yds. @ 26c .. . .. . $1,120 000.00 
Improvement Caloosahatchee, 3 locks and 
spillway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65,000.00 
Protection to Saint Lucie Canal . . . . . . . 175,000.00 
Plus 10 , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 136,000.00 
rrotal Cost Caloosahatchee Plan .. . .. $4,088,632.20 
( c) Including (b) and adding cost of Caloosa-
hatchee River outside of District at $1,-
500,000.00 .. . .... .. .... . .... . ...... $5,588,632.20 
Since the District is not authorized by law to undertake 
works primarily for navigation, the above includes no new 
channels for developing continuous navigable depths with 
those works. Additional works consisting of Caloosa-
hatchee Channel in Lake Okeechobee and channel in Saint 
Lucie River for that purpose would cost about $345,000.00. 
The following is a comparison of the two flood control 
plans outlined above : 
LAKE LEVEL BASIS 18 FEET, LEVEE ELEVA,rlON 
31 .FEET 
.Aov AN'l'AGEs.-Favorable to navigation. Larger water 
·water supply for irrigation and other purposes. 
DISADVANTAGEs.-Cost $3,400,000 more than the lower 
lake level plan. Less fa\ orable to drainage of lands ad-
jacent to the lake. Inher ent added danger from high lake 
levels. 
LAKE LEVEL BASIS 16 FEET, LEVEE ELEVArrlOK 
28 FEET 
Am AN'l'AGEs.-Cost $3,400,000 less than high lake level 
plan. ~· avorable to drainage of lands near Lake Okee-
chobee. Greater safety due to lower lake levels. 
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DrsADVANTAGEs.-Less favorable to navigation. Di-
minished supply of water for irrigation and other purposes. 
With respect to the above items, the comparison in costs 
speaks for itself. The difference to navigation between 
~he two plans can be largely eliminated by adding two feet 
to the depths of the lake channels. These channels must 
be provided' in either case if the navigation feature is to 
be fully harmonized. The difference in cost of the lake 
channels would not exceed 8% of the difference in cost be-
tween the two control plans. In other words, at a cost 
not exceeding $350,000 the unfavorableness of the lower 
lake plan to navigation can be eliminated. Since the chief 
advantage of the higher lake level plan is for navigation, 
it would be necessary to show that the difference in favor 
of navigation is worth $3,000,000. The advantage of the 
higher lake level plan in making available larger quantitie~ 
of water for irrigation and other purposes is worth con-
sidering. That there would be advantages from the stand- · 
point of irrigation is conceded. That there would be any 
worth while difference for other purposes is doubtful. The 
idea that high lake levels have favorable effect in affording 
greater fire protection is erroneous except as to the lands im-
mediately along the lake rim within seepage distance of the 
lake. A difference of two feet in lake levels can have no ma-
terial influence upon ground water levels in lands more 
than one-fourth of a mile from the lake. In support of 
above see '' seepage diagram.'' The water levels in the 
various canals have far greater influence upon fire control. 
rrhese canals are separated from the lake by locks and spill-
ways. The prevailing water levels in the canals on the 
downstream side from the locks will be lo,, er than the 
level of the lake in either case. It would be expecting 
too much of Lake Okeechobee to attribute any material in-
fluence from that lake upon lands miles away in so far as 
ground Vi ater levels are concerned. 
The plan of lower lake levels is more favorable to drain-
age of lands near Lake Okeechobee for the reason that 
gravity drainage would be permitted a greater portion of 
the time, the length of time necessary to provide drainage 
by pumping would be reduced, and the head pumped 
against would be less. While it is not argued that the 
higher lake level plan is unsafe, yet in }ower lake levels. 
lies even greater safety. 
Either of the above plans, or any modification with in 
those limits, is practicable, but taking everything into con-
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thl·s off1·ce favors the plan of control under the sideration, 
lower levels . 
DRAINAGE WORK PROPER 
. . t ·11 not be dwelt up11n at length _in t~is re-
, This subJec , w1 . had sufficient consideration m the 
port as 1th~ sa~e ~~~5-1926. also in the report of th~ 
Bienma epo1 ? • B ~rd of Review. In both o 
Everglades Engmeermg ~ t· . made thatt he ram-
those reports the recomme? a rnn is . ly by comp leting 
1 b eded with progr-es ive 
a e wor <: e pro?e . from time to time according 
the drainage ~fl h~1t~d as:~~fement and colonization. Areas 
w tbe needs o an s or be made ready so far as 
aggregating 490,000 acres can . ed in a period of two 
. d · ·works are conce1n , 
main ramage $4 000 000 At present there is no neces-
years at a cost of_ ' ' 1. ds at so rapid a rate. By 
sity for the _drama~e of :: ressively under a plan of re-
proceeding ·with dramage p l 1 d drained from year to 
stricted areas, the admou:tee~ th:nneeds therefor. In order 
year can be regulate to . h dule under a pro-
to provide for a- fo~r years workd1ndgt s·~a~ up to $4 000,000 
. t m it 1s r ecommen e ' f 
gress1ve_ sys e , ---- , or at the approximate rate o 
be provided to that purpJ~~' . hown that either an excess 
$1,000,000_ per yefarl, udnt itl ~se: ult wher eupon the rate of or a deficiency o an w . ' 
work could be adjusted accordmgly. 
LEGISLATION 
. t . ' two years and pro-Since the Leg1slatu~e mete Ht· everbJy L eaislative Act for 
. . . de from time o ime . o ll 
v1s10~ is ma . . ' work arrangements are usua y 
carrymg on the D1st~1~ sf t ;vo 'years with tentative plans 
worked out fo~ a {1etioo ioo v of bond~ will suffice to take 
for four year~. . ' '. ' s as those needs are now det er-
care of the D1strictlsd 1_1 eedl, de flood control for Lake Okee-. bl Such won me u d . 
mma e. . bl . h dule for progressive land ramage, 
chobee, a_ smta ~ s:rJ with funds for paying its outstand-
and pr~v1d~ the o r r ed b bonds to the extent of $2,-
ing obhgat1ons not co, e y 1 d been imposed by 
100 000 Sufficient taxes have a rea _Y f $10 000 000 
, ·. k e of bond issue o , , 
the Le~1_slature hto tba ~ c;r debt now outstanding·. No in-in add1t10n to t e on e 
· t · necessary. . 
cr ease in axes is A . f 1927 authorized the l ·swrnce of a Chapt er 12016. cts o , 
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total of $20,000,000 of additional bonds. Under this Act 
bonds to the extent of $10,000,000 might be issued from 
time to time as needed for taking care of the above sched-
ule ; or, if more satisfactory, the Act might be amended to 
limit the proposed bond issue to $10,000,000; or, if n either 
of the above plans is deemed advisable, the above Act might 
be r ep ealed if circumstances justify so doing, and a new 
law ena cted authorizing the issuance of $10,000,000 of 
bonds, or such other amount as the board may deem ad-
visable. 
In considering- wo1·ks of flood control for the District. 
ther e appears probability tha t the United States will join 
ther ein. To what extent is not now known. In anticipa-
tion of the 1 nited States participating in such work, it 
would be advisable to secure State legi. fation sp ecificall~-
a uthorizing Board of Commissioners of E verglade Drain-
age District to join and co-operate with the United States 
in works of flood control for Lake Okeechobee to such extent 
and in such manner as the said Board may deem advan-
tageous and adviimble and to enter into such arrangements 
or agreement "'ith the l nited States as in -their judgment 
may be necessary, subject to the limitations of Everglade:-; 
Drainage District laws, and also carrying authority for 
the Board of Commissioners of E verglades Drainage Dis-
trict to hypothecate, sell or otherwise dispose of to the 
United States bonds of Everglades Drainage District, 
either interest bearing or non-inter est hearing, as the said 
Board may deem advantag'eous and in such amounts and 
under such arrangements as may be determin ed by th (-' Board. 
Such legi fation would place upon the Board nothing 
mandatory but would vest in the Board such authority a. · 
\.Vould be n eeded for making it possible for Everglades 
Drainage District to take advantage of the opportunity 
which favorable action on the part of the Congress would 
present. In addition to legislation last above outlined 
must come an Act , also above r ef erred to, for the issuan ce of bond, . 
Anticipating participation by the United States in works 
of flood control for Lake Okeechobee and assuming the 
proportion of local contribution which has been suggested 
by certain Senators and R epresentatives of Congress based 
upon precedent in other cases, the set -up for the needs of 
the Distri ct a at p resent determinable is a. fo llo-ws : 
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Estimated remaining cost of flood control 
for Lake Okeechob~e, including levees, $10 000 000 
outlets and connectmg channels . ·1· a.· . ' ' 
Expenditures already made by Ever1 a el 
Drainage District for flood contra. -~~ . 8,000,000 
navigation · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
$18,000,000 
Total e timated cost · · · · · · · · · · · · · : : ·_ : : $12,000,000 
Basis Local and State 213 · · · · · · · · 8 000 000 
Less credit already expended · . . . . . . . . . . . 4' ooo' 000 
Balance to be provi~ed local and state . . . . 6,000' 000 
Balance to be provided Federal .. · - · · ·D: · , ' 
Therefore for Everglades Dramag~ t~~-
District as previously referred to m is 
report: Ol h b -!,000,000 
Flood control for Lake rnec o ee . 
New drainage work proper (Tentative 4,000,000 
schedule, 4 yrs.) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 2,000,000 
Liquidating District's notes . . . ...... . : -----
Total .. - · · · · · 
__ . __ ... _ .... _ .. $10,000,000 
. , t . with the Federal govern-
H more favorable arrangeml. ends be secured then so 
h th above out me can ' ment t an ose h d" trict but at this time it appears 
much the better fo~ t ~ is 're ared to the above extent 
advisable for the D~strict to be_i wlll be in position to take 
so that when the time comes i t which can be secured 
advantage of the best ar:tr~:: the District should b_e 
:from the Congress .. By t ·t £or Federal aid ~,. hen it 
prepared to seize this oppor um y 
is presented.. ·lT d by many in the Congre s 
Two quest10ns have been a8 :\..e 
of the United States: . . 
the State itself taken directly m , , What part has 
this enterprise i '' 
and 
S ( t EverO'lades Drain-'' What part can the tate n~ . o t as 
. . ) t k . a possible Jomt arrangemen 
age District a. e dinSt t the Everglades Drainage 
between the Umte a es, 
District and the State i '' . 
. . . d l ter in Part II of this 
The first quest10n is a~~were n~ will depend on what 
report. The answer to e seco 
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action the State Legislature may take, if any, in reference 
to direct participation on the part of the State in the 
drainage of the Everglades. That the Legislature will look 
favorably toward appropriating money from the general 
revenue, based upon a State millage for that purpose and 
donating such sum directly to defraying a part of the 
cost of that work is perhaps unlikely. It may be that the 
Legislature would view with approval a measure by which 
the proceeds from a State millage of possibly 1/ 4 or 1/ 5 
of a mill would be turned over to the Trustees of the In-
ternal Improvement Fund for paying so much as it would 
of the drainage taxes upon lands of the State. While 
such would not be in the nature of a contribution to any 
drainage work, it would greatly assist the Trustees in pay-
ing drainage taxes which the law requires the Trustees to 
pa). Such it is believed might be justified from the stand-
point of good business in preserving the lands to the State 
by permitting such lands to be held till they increase in 
value by reason of the drainage works for which they 
are taxed, rather than getting tax money by selling the 
land piecemeal at low prices prior to their becoming 
drained. Postponement of sale of such lands until after 
drainage would result in better prices for them and a 
better money return to the State. Such provision for tax 
money would be accepted by the United States as direct 
State aid. 
There is another way by which the State may participate, 
and without any draft upon the general revenue or resort 
to a State tax. That is by making available a proper part 
of the proceeds from lands other than swamp lands toward 
paying drainage taxes on State owned lands in the Ever-
glades. Information is that the United States would accept 
such as a State contribution. If so, and the payment is 
extended over a period of years through the process of 
annual drainage taxes supporting bonds of the District as 
is proposed, there would be forthcoming funds from such 
source therefor. Drainage taxes on State lands are now 
paid out of proceeds of the sale of swamp lands. The 
United States will not credit as a State contribution pro-
ceeds of the swamp and overflow lands because these lands 
were granted to the State by the Federal government for 
that purpose and with the specific condition in the grant 
that the proceeds thereof be applied to that purpose. The 
other lands referred to include those which the State owns 
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:JS . d 1 
. . such as lake bottom lands, ti a 
in its s0Yere1gn capacity, . h extent as the proceeds there-
and submerged lands to sue . a propriated by statute. 
from have not been otherw~se m pother lands to the pay-
The application of ~roc~eds ro on the Trustees' swamp 
ment of drainage district taxbes ·tated will be accepted 
. E . lades as a ove s ' . L . 
lands m the verg ' t l State participat10n. eg1s-
bv the United States asTac uta to apply such funds to the 
J • h ··t to the rus ees 1 d . d lative aut on Y . their swamp an s an 
f d a mao-e taxes on . by payment o . r . o. . o- fund would provide a way 
partly to a district smlnno_ . t directlv without a State 
which the State could part1c1~t e O'eneral revenue of the 
tax or without draft upon e o 
State. . · · tion is by way of su~-
Such methods of State pa1 tic1pa aina(J'e Board for then' 
gestion to the Truste~s _and_ to tee ~~e State in the ~ve_r-
consideration. Part1cipai~n Jole situation and assist m 
()'lades would strengthen e w t to participate also. 
0 . h F d ral o·overnmen . influencmg t e e e ~ in from Washmgton as 
It would remove the que~t10n ~o;ed~ral aid for the Ever-
to the why of th~ pro~r~~yldos State aid from that under-
O'lades while Florida wit o 
taking. 
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PART II 
Part II deals in a brief historical way with the Ever-
glades as they came to the State from the Federal govern-
ment, as Everglades Drainage District was created by State 
law out of a part of the Internal Improvement Fund Lands 
and other lands, as the District has operated as a govern-
mental unit, and as the reclamation of the area has de-
veloped along economic lines, ·hawing by periods of years 
its progress and changes as collateral to and as resulting 
from drainage. 
The advancement of the District is shown by its increase 
in population, enhancement in property values, progress 
in agriculture, in the construction of roads, railroads, tele-
phone· and telegraph lines, and its development along . 
divers lines. Reference is made to the progressive in-
crease in the security of the District as related to its bonded 
debt; to district drainage taxes supporting the District's 
bonds: and to other subjects having bearing upon the Dis-
trict as it evolved from its former condition of practically 
watery waste through its transformation in part to a land 
of homes, farms, municipalities or communities, having 
the various advantages and conveniences of modern civil-
ization, and with its accompanying problems. 
The subject is touched upon in its principal or important 
features only. High lights a.re brought out. Details, even 
though significant and taken as a whole of great import-
ance, are purposely omitted. 
Statements of facts are in most cases accompanied by 
reference to the authority upon which such statements are 
based. Frequent quotations have been made from the offi-
cial records of the Trustees and of the Drainage Board as 
being the best evidence of their official acts. Conclusions 
and opinions, where given, are supported by documentarJ 
or other reliable evidence for which references have been 
freely given to admit of full verification, and with all, the 
subject is treated as briefly as seems practicable. 
GENERAL 
How FLORIDA CAME IN'ro PossEssroN OF' ITS SWAMP AND 
OVERFLOWED LANDS 
By Act of Congress approved September 28th, 1850, 
known as the "Swamp and Overflowed Land Grant Act," 
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1 States of the l nion by grant from 
there came to severa h . d Act certain lands 
the Federal governmen~ under tfl e sadi Land~ Among the 
. S p and Over owe · t designated as warn . . l d der the above gran 
· d t receive an s un t states authorize o . 'd A t there have come o 
· · d der the sai c o was Florida, an . un . tents an aggregate of 2 ,-
this State from time to bme by 1a overflowed land, among 
424,972.87 acres of swamp an Biennial Report, Com-
which are the E_verglades. (Se\928 ) The Act of Con-
missioner of Agriculture, iulb 1 a co~dition to the grant 
(J'ress above ref erred to a ac e 
in the following language : 
0 ) , , th t the proceeds of (9 -C. S. Statute L. 519-521. byadirect appropria-
'd 1 d hether from sa e or sa1 an ~' w r d exclusively as far as 
tion in kmd, shall be appf ie l 'min(J' the said lands 
necessary' to the purpose ~ rec ai . d '' 
by means of levees and drams aforesai . 
For the purpose above defined were the lands granted to 
the said States. . f Florida in reference to the 
The Act of the Legislature Sot te under the Act of Con-
lands thus granted to :~:nd :nder Chapter 610, L~ws of 
gress as above, may be 6th 1855. The introduction of 
Florida, approved Jun~ ' . 
the Act is in the followmg language . 
. . f th· State declares 
''WHEREAS, the Conr~t~tio:ai° impi:ovements being 
that a liberal system o m f f the resources of the 
essential to the developmen d \y the ~overnment of 
country shall be_ en~o~rtge the duty ;f the General 
this State, and it s a : ble to ascertain by Law 
Assembly as soon ~s prac icants in relation to roads, 
Proper objects of improveme d to provide for a 
d · ble streams an canals an 1:avi~a f h funds as may be appro-
suitable apphcat1on o sue '' 
priated for such improvements. 
. 16 f the above Act contains the following: 
Section ° 
f h I ternal Improvement 
"That the Trustees o t e . n f the public lands 
Fund sha~l hereaf,te: fi~ th; Pz1cea~d shall make such 
included m the t1ust d . of the swamp and over-
arrangements for _theh i?n~a~:ment may be most ad-
flowed lands as, m t eir JU o ' 
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Yantageous to the Internal Improvement Fund and 
the settlement and cultivation of the land • • • '' 
rr!1e above was the official expression of the State throngh 
the Legislature of the acceptance of the grant from the 
United States to the State. Thus Florida in accepting the 
grant and the lands inuring thereunder, accepted the con-
ditions attached thereto, and as between two sovereign 
powers, was bound by the same. Pursuant to the Act of 
Congress as above and the Act of the Legislature just 
referred to, in March 1903, preliminary steps were taken 
by Honorable W. S. Jennings, Governor of Florida, toward 
securing for the State the swamp and overflowed lands 
known as the Everglades. (Message of Governor W. S. Jen-
nings to the Legislature of Florida relative to reclamation 
of Everglades, April 7, 1903.) Formal application for patent 
was submitted to the United States on April 6th, 1903, (See 
Patent No. 137 ) and pursuant to above application there 
·was issuernol'tl-t-m.-J+i..,deral government to the State of Flor-
ida said Patent No. 137 dated April 29, 1903, conveying 
title in fee simple to the lands comprising the Everglades. 
embracing an estimated aggregate area of 2,862,080 acres. 
The description of the lands covered by the patent was 
hy metes and bounds. Within these metes and bounds all 
sections numbered 16 not otherwise conveyed had previously 
inured to the State School Fund by Act of Congress, March 
3rd, 1845. 
THE STATUS OF SWAMP AND OVERFLOWED LANDS AND THEIR 
ADMINISTRATION BY THE STATE 
By Chapter 610, Laws of Florida, Acts of the Legislature 
approved January 6th, 1855, entitled '' An Act to Provide 
for and Encourage a Liberal System of Internal Improve-
ments in This State,' ' the lands which had theretofore come 
and thereafter to inure to the said State from the United 
States by Act of Congress of September 28, 1850, were '' set 
apart and declared a distinct and separate fund to be called 
the Internal Improvement Fund of the State of Florida,'' 
and ' 'said lands and all the funds arising from the sale 
thereof .... are hereby irrevocably vested in five trustees, 
to-wit: The Governor of this State, the Controller of Pub-
lic accounts, the State Treasurer, the Attorney General, and 
Registrar of State Lands ( Commissioner of Agriculture), 
and their successors in office. ' ' 
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'fhe administration of the Internal Improvement Fund 
was provided for under the above Act and the said Act 
makes reference to '' proper objects of improvement in re-
lation to roads, canals, and navigable streams, and to pro-
vide for a suitable application of such funds as may be 
appropriated from such improvements.' ' 
In accordance with the -foregoing law known as "The 
Inte
1
rnal Irnprov ement Fifrnd Act," the Trustees have ad-
ministered the fund to the present date. 
In 1901 the Trustees began a more definite policy of ad-
ministering the lands of the fund with respect to drainage. 
As a result of the same, suits were instituted in 1902 by 
land claimants under statutory grants to require the Trus-
tees to make specific conveyance under these legislative land 
grants and to restrain the Trustees from applying the lands 
or the funds therefrom to their drainage and reclamation. 
(See Everglades of Florida, Senate Document 89, 62nd 
Congress, Pages 12 and 13.) 
Question having arisen as to the status of these lands 
with respect to drainage and the duties and powers of the 
'f rustees in reference thereto, the said Trustees adopted on 
November 21st, 1904, a Resolution setting forth their policy 
in reference to the swamp and overflowed lands of the State 
and their interpretation o-f their powers and duties regard-
ing · the trust fund irrevocably vested in them under the 
Internal Improvement Fund ~\ct. A part of this Resolu-
tion is as follows : 
' · ( 1) That the Trustees adhere strictly to the pro-
visions of the Act of January 6, 1855, Chapter 610, 
Laws of Florida, as to their powers and duties and the 
purposes for which said trust was created, and that 
they will assert their rights and defend the title to the 
lands granted and irrevocably vested in them for the 
purpose therein set forth, of reclaiming said lands b) 
means of levees and drains. '' 
( See Minutes of Trustees, Volume 7, Page 267.) 
The outcome of the suits referred to briefly was, "tha t 
said Trustees shall have the right to sell or otherwise dispose 
of said lands . . . . for the purpose of using the proceeds 
for purposes of drainage and reclamation .... " The above 
is covered in an order of the United States Court, May 2nd, 
1907. Thus the contention of the Trustees of the Internal 
Improvement Fund '' has been expressly sustained by the 
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courts and does not a e , 
troversy." (See Minut~; o~I ;o be longer a question of con-
Fund, Volume 7 Page 536 ~·udste5e9s,Filnt~rnal Improvement 
Th f · ' ' 11 or1da 648 ) 
. e oregomg deals generall wi . 
flo~ed lands granted to Fl -~ t~ the swamp and over-
t hen· administration as a l orl1 tah by the Act of 1850 and w 10 e . roughout the State. 
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EVERGLADES DRAINAGE DISTRICT 
1905 to 1913 
CREATING '£HE DISTRICT IN , A G TO · OVERN MEN'l'AL lJNIT. 
The Everglades as differ t. d f fund, may uow be' taken up~n .rnte rom other lands of the 
The first drainage law was ass d r • 
19" approved by the Governo~ Me ;,1 :he Legislature of 
a Board of Dra.ina e Co . . ay ,,t ·. This law created 
establish drainao·e gdi·st _mtrnissioners with authority '' to 
th 
. o r1c s and to fi tl 
ereof m the State of Florida '' ~' 1e boundaries 
acreage tax not exceeding 10 t and levy thereon an 
and authorized and e cen s per acre per annum " 
establish a system of :~~~er;ed the said commissioners '<'to 
voirs .... to drain and recla ~vees, drams, dykes and reser-
lands within the State of F/m. Jhe, ,swamp and overflowed 
of 1905.) . ori a. (Chapter 5377, Acts 
. The United States Court 1 d . 
tlonalit~, of the above law. ?1: agarnst the c nsti~u-
62D Congress 1st S . e Senate Document 89 
lure passed a~ ame:rrnn,t page 15-) In 1907 the Legisla'. 
5709, Acts of 1907) :e1! ' api;roved May 28th ( Chapter 
This Act as amended w:smg _t ~ defects of the 1905 Act. 
1 nited States Circuit Co ststa~ned by the decision of the 
Court of Appeals, and ~~e a~ti th~ Unite_d_ States Circuit 
former Act was settl d B gation ar1smg under the 
L · e · Y the Act 
~gis~ature itself specifically ere t d "E as amended, the 
!!.:.J_tnct," defined its boundarie: e . f ver lades Drainage 
~ents per acre upon the lan s of ev1ed _an ~nnual tax of 5 
1ze the use of the P.roceeds f t~he ~1str1ct, and author-
and _!'eclaiming the lands 
7
• th? ~ sai~ t~x for draining 
~e "Board of Drain: i m sa1~ J?1str1ct: Under this 
work of draininO' and 1 ~e _Comm1ss10ners mstituted th 
us it wi11 b; seen ~~:c-mmg the Everglades.'' 
condition attaching to th m respect to the Everglades the 
gress of 1850 '' that th e grant under the Act of Con-
e proceeds of said lands, whether 
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from sale or by direct appropriation in kind, shall be ap-
plied exclusively so far as necessary, to the purpose of re-
claiming the . aid lands by means of levees and drains afore-
said, '' have been and are being complied with . Florida has 
kept the faith and the Everglades" come with clean hands" 
to their development. 
DRAINAGE 0PERA'rIONS IN 'rIIE EVERGLADES 
Actual operations in the Everglades may be considered 
as having begun when there was '' caused to be constructed 
the dredge Everglades which was launched at Fort Lauder-
) 
dale, on the 4th day of July, 1906. Also the Dredge 
Okeechobee which was launched during the month of 
October, 1906." (Senate Document 89, page 16.) Also, 
in reference to Dredges Caloosahatchee and Miami, launched 
in 1908 and 1905'. ( See Minutes of the Trustees of the 
Internal Improvement Fund, Volume 7, page 293.) 
The above dredges, operated by the Trustee· and Drain-
age Commissioners, carried on the work of drainage in 
the E vei·g ades till July 1st, 1910, when dredging opera-
tions directly by the District were discontinued and super-
cecled by a-ward of contract for all excavation, including 
the sa e of the dredges, to a dredging contractor. The 
work performed from the beginning in 1906 till July 1st, 
1910, by the District is represented by the fo1lowing: 
Name of Canal Miles Excavated 
North New River Canal ............ 11.19 
South New River Canal ................. 13.64 
Miami Canal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.25 
( See report Chief Drainage Engineer to 1\'Iay 1st, 
1911, Senate Document 89, page 200.) 
rrhe work above is represented by a total excavati.on of 
3,848,000 cubic yards of material. (See 1\'I.inutes of Trustees 
of the Internal Improvement Fund, Volume 8, page 637.) 
Note.-The foregoing omits mention of Caloosa-
hatchee Canal, re-dredging old Disston Cut , 15 miles, 
but the excavation for the same is included in the 
statement. The above estimate of excavation appears 
to be approximately 168,636 cubic yards in excess. 
The quantity ascertained by the engineer's office is 
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3,679,364 cubic yards which . . 
canal statement as the t t (uantity ~s shown by the 
1906, till July, 1910. o a excavation from July, 
During this period sale of E 1 
stimulated and land val vrg ades land was greatly 
work. In 1908 the Trust;es en anced by the drainage 
per acre._ (Minutes o Trus~:~;dV~~erglades land at $1.25 
conservatrve estimate of th . ' TI?1-e 8, page 163.) '' A 
glades land may be obtai e ~n~ease m th_e value of Ever-
$2.00 per acre realized by ntt S~ ti;parmg the pri.Q_e of 
1909 with the price of $15 io a e or the s~les prior to 
State for lands sold in 1910 ; ' (§er acre obtamed by the . enate Document 89, page 
In 1910 the Trustees of th I and Board of DrainaO' C e 1?-te~nal Improvement Fund 
. tract, said contract be~~ . omm;sio~ers entered into con-
the excavation of four /:;:ig e ec~r~re July 1st, 1910, for 
estimated aggregate amounts o;e1ii~~~gOOthe re~oval of an 
earth and rock for th . , , 0 cubic yards of 
contract began in July~i;9~oO~pletion. Work under this 
F om 1906 until 1913 funds f . 
~ge work were derived fro t or prosecutmg the drain-
recordsas follmvs : m wo sources as shown by the 
'' First, the Everglades land 
controlled bv the Tr t f s proper owned and 
u us ees o the Int 1 I 
ment Fund who are auth . erna mprov-
under the .Act of January o;;~e1s;~d fully empowered 
and_ apply the proceeds the;eof ' to sell such lands 
dramage and reclamation." to the purpose of 
and 
"S econd, the new and add·' t. 1 
provided by the enactment f i t~on; S?tuce of revenue 
~mended in 1907) which ~ss e ram, ge Law (1905 
mcluded in the District of 5 es~es a tax on the area 
furnishing an annual n cen s per acre per annum, 
$200,000.00. '' et revenue of approximately 
. During this period, as has been sho 
mg Qn the drainage work _wn, funds for carry-
sale of State land and pa ~lere f provided partly from the 
I y rom Everglades Drainage 
3-E. D. D . 
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66 . lands of the District. The 
District taxes levied on the t f 5 cents per acre per 
d t was at the ra e 
O f $215 Evergla es ax ounted to an average o . ,-
annum. The assessment a1:1 1907 to 1912 inclus1ve. 
656.00 per annum for the six years, k ' . the EverO'lades 
From 1906, to July 1st, 1913, wor_ o~n f 225.4 miles of 
. . . al part the openmo o . f 18 
compris~ !_ll prmc1p , ntin the excavation o_ ,-
main ·drainage canals, I eprese d g k the construct10n of 
871 36 cubic yards of earth and ;i; darryino· on of drain-
two concrete locks and _da~s, an The total co;t of the work 
age st~ ys and invest1~ati~~~d fiO'ures, $1,836,000.00. 9 At 
to July 1st, 1913, was? m r erations in 1907 to 190 ' 1 
the beginning of dramage ;tin the Everglades sol_d for 
was shown that State lan o-e The population of 
$1 2 to $2.00 per acre on an uave_rtaod ·states census 1910, =-- · k from the m e h oast the Distnct ta en , f which was along t e c 
was 1,492, the greater part o In 1913 the Trustee~ sol~ 
from Coconut Grove south. t an averao·e price of 
lo 634 22 acres of State lanCd a . ·oner of Ao-riculture, , · (B t of omm1ss1 ° . h 
$15 45 per acre. :.\,epor f th District in 19'13, to wh1c_ 
land sales 1913.) The. area o 4 3\3 120 acres. On the basis 
{ the drainao·e tax applied w~ Stat~ land sales at $2.00 per 
I of land values represented D"f t .· t had a land value of $8,-
acre in 1908 and 1909, the is nc land values as indicated 
626 240.00. In 1913 based upon the District had a land 
by State land sales ,tor th~~ ~~a:~r am t at the dr~ma~e 
value of $66 647,704.00. . . this increase. Thus it will 
h e 1n uence 1n d"t ·es of wor - was t e c 1 tl ·th the expen 1 m 
be observed that co~curren y w;alue. in the district in-
$1 836 000.00 for dramage, land .b l about $58 000,000.00. ' ' h b sis above descri ec ' I 
creased on t e a Trustee. of the Internal m-
Neither the records of the B d of Commissioners of 
provement Fun_d nor ~ft:?~ sh~: what the as~ 
EverO'lades Dramage D; r~c ge District was prio~ to 1915. 
of la;ds in Everglades d rattommissioners of ~Everglades 
A statement by Boar ~ 1st 1916 contams the fol-
Drainage District dated une ' ' 
loVI ing: . 
. f the lands within the Dis-
" The a sessed valuation o for the year 1915 
trict for state and co~ntyt plurp;~!~e fio·ures are taken 
$9 690 800 approxima e y. 
0 
· ·thin was , , , 1 f the , arious counties wi from the assessors boo rn o 
the District.'' 
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Prior to 1913, it may be stated for all practical purposes, 
that the agricultural output in the nature of farm products 
of the District was on so small a scale as to be of little or no 
commercial value. In some instances, through precarious 
farming operations, various truck crops were grown, princi-
pally by way of demonstration. The principal value of 
these demonstrations was to support the original conclusion 
of the Truste2s and the Drajnage Board that the lands of the 
Everglades when reclaimed would be agriculturally valua-
ble. Drainage of the Everglades was based upon the as-
sumption that the lands when reclaimed would become 
agriculturally valuable. Upon no other basis could there 
be justification for their reclamation, involving a great ex-
penditure of time, money and energy. That this assump-
tion was well founded will be borne out further as shown 
later in this report by the statement of farming operations 
and the importance from a commercial and market stand-
point which the agricultural products of the country as-
sumed as drainage progressed. 
·The work under the Drainage Commissioners related en-
tirely to drainage. An important work having bearing upon 
drainage and the description of land for taxation was car-
ried out by the Trustees of the Internal Improvement Fund 
at the expense of the fund. This consisted in the survey of 
Everglades lands, included in the Everglades Patent No. 
137. These lands came to the State as unsurveyed. The 
land sales made by the Trustees of the Internal Improve-
ment Fund necessitated the making of surveys in this here-
tofore unsurveyed territory by which to locate, describe and 
convey title to purchasers, and also for description in the 
imposition of taxes. This work was initiated in 1911 under 
'' Instructions for Surveying the Lands Embraced in . S. 
Patent No. 137, Known as the Everglades, ' ' adopted by 
the Trustees of the Internal Improvement Fund December 
29th, 1910, and under ' ' Amended Instructions,'' adopted 
December 23rd, 1912. rrhese sun eys were based upon the 
rectangular system adopted by the l nited States. To date 
approximately 1,000,000 acres of Everglades lands have 
been surveyed into townships and ranges, with the greater 
portion subdivided into sections. These surveys have been 
adopted as official by the Trustees, have been confirmed and 
validated by Act of the Legislature ( Chapter 7892, Laws 
of Forida, Acts of 1919) and have been sustained by the 
Supreme Court of this State, the opinion of which was 
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affirmed on appeal to the Supreme Court of the United 
States. (See case Hardee v. Horton, 90 Florida, Page 452.) 
Drainage operations in the Everglades as dealt with 
above, proceeded under the Act of 1905 as amended in 1907, 
till 1913 en-Chapter -6456, Acts of 1913, Laws of Florida, 
a· roved June 6th b~ effective. The- following table 
affords information in reference to assesment and collection 
of Everglades Drainage District taxes from 1907 to 1912 
inclusive. 
EVERGLADES TAXES 
AcREAGE TAX AcT oF 1905 As AMENDED IN 1907. 
Collected 
Year 5.' ~ Total Levy 
1907 . . . . . . . . . •.,; . . . . . $ 215,456.32 
1908 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 215,332.05 
1909 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 214,620.99 
1910 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 221,901.40 
1911 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 216,144.93 
1912 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 210,481.63 
Total .............. $1,293,937.32 
$ 197,529.66 
204,971.67 
179,779.19 
228,565.72 
226,903.88 
179,392.64 
$1,217,142.76 
Ratio of Collections to Total Levy ............. 94% 
EVERGLADES DRAINAGE DISTRICT As AT PRESENT ExISTING 
Operation Under the 1913 Act. 
Since 1913 funds for prosecuting the drainage work have 
been obtained, with the exception of small amounts bor-
rowed temporarily on notes, subsequently repaid, by pro-
ceeds of drainage district taxes used either as direct tax 
money or as derived from the sale of bonds based upon 
such taxes. Under the Act of 1913 and amendments thereto, drainage 
work in the Everglades has continued to. this date. The Act 
of I913 was much_ broader in its scope than the former 1905 \ 
Act as amended in 1907, and conferred additional powers 
upon the governing board of the district, among which was 
the authorization to '' borrow money on permanent loans 
and incur obligations from time to time, '' and the said 
board was '' authorized and empowered to issue in the cor-
porate name of the said board negotiable coupon bonds of 
Everglades Drainage District.'' 
\ I 
, . 
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'fhe 1913 Act also imposed E 1 . Acreage Taxes on d"ff . verg ades Dramage District 
to the proportion o; be~el~:n;rnl _sc~e or ra_:te, according 
based in a general wa u ece1ve . by various areas, as 
reference to the d . Y pon location of such areas in 
ramage works co t d 
to be constructed by th D. t . ns ructe or proposed e 1s r1ct Thi 1 f 
ment has been followed from 19i3 s_ pan o tax assess-
The following table affords inf un~1l t~e present date. 
th~ assessment and collection of ~matron m re~erence to 
tr1ct Taxes from 1913 to 1928 . 1 v~rglades Dramage Dis-inc us1ve: 
ACTS OF 1913 AND AMENDl\'lENTS 
Year T Delinquencies 
1913 otal Levy Collected Paid by Trustees Total 
1914 ________ __ $ 352,221.90 $ 267,839.39 $ 55.241.57 
1915 342,968.82 296,144.21 42. 352 32 $ 323,089.96 
1916 307,703.34 332,419.69 11'.535:55 338,496.53 
1917 306,971.63 228,111.47 ')s 13,642.29 349,955.24 
306,695.52 287,710.79 <l 6,057.86 241,753.76 
1918 295,022.00 275 2-6 293,768.65 i~~~ -- -------- 344,591.00 444:28~:iI 'i) ~·~~~-i~ 285,059.52 
CJ....-----1.@; -- --~----- 4 0,260.74 .--312,627. 0 ~ I.\ 89 226.62 3.'Z.4-., .... "- ----
-- 470,88].,12- 26 3 1 10 • · 401,853.72 
l922 'I - 1 - - - 660 348 18 8..
7
.37 498 762 18 
- -~1.....,92.,.,,.3 - -------- 783, 5 . 667,362.76 36,320.11- 703' 6 . . 
- 1924 - ...... 1152' 69.76 776 9S7 96 ~~ 27,213.83 , 8 . 
1 ---1925- .....••••• 1:468·~~rn 1•126•940.89 1,638.07 1.m:~~rn 
1926 - .ic'..? ___ __ 1 548,740.19 l,369,287.68 / 118,255.77 1,487,543.45 
1927 - .. .f. __ ___ 1:141 ooo· - i'~~7•840·71 ...,..... 271,864-27 1,449,704.98 
'---*UTZ - 1 -~--- -·- 1 714 298 45 
7 396
·
84 
1..,-
229 667 
1 7 064.26 -- - ' ' . c;;-370,413.00 to Feb. 28 1929 
* C 11 /J -fo z. I I 2.... -S o ' • 
o ectable November 1 1928 t . ' , o April 1, 1929. 
1 MILL TAX 
year Total Levy 
1921 ........ $ 9 424 10 
1922 · · · · · · ·. 9'424·10 
1923 · · · ..... 11'982.30 
1924 ........ 15'071.98 
1925 · · · · · · · · 27:635:79 
1926 · · · · · · - . 31 099 99 
1927 ' . 
*1928 · · · · · · · · 41,824.00 
· · · · · · ·. 31,955.00 
Collections ~ 
$ 4,634.46 0,-" 
16,631.96 .,,, 
10,627.67 
7,374.70 ? 
19,904.95 / ~ l 
24,066.92 -----
25,072.00 
1,314.29 to Feb. 28, 1929. 
*Collectable Nov 1 1928 t A . · ' , 0 pnl 1, 1929. 
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~ ith the sale of the :first issue of Everglades bonds, 
drainage work in the Everglades took on an added im-
petus. The expansion of the drainage work by the district 
influenced and encouraged developments along other lines. 
Even to the end of 1916 the Ever lades were inacce sible 
except by means of the drainage canals. Roa~ aching 
t e verg a es consisted of a shortsection of about :five 
miles reaching the settlement of Davie in the edge of the 
Everglades in Broward County; a section extended along 
1\'Iiami Canal north west of 1\lliami for four or five miles ; 
the new town of 1\llool'e Haven which had just come into 
existence on the west shore of Lake Okeechobee was con-
nected with the outside wol'ld by scarcely more than a 
trail, passable to vehicles at favorable seasons by main 
strength and awkwardness. Developments other than 
along drainage lines had scarcely begun. Farming opera-
tions wer-e just beginning to assume importance from a 
commel'cial and market standpoint. Accommodations for 
the traveler were scant and inconvenient. Human habita-
tions consisted for the most part of scarcely more than 
shacks of an extremely temporary nature. The population 
of the district to 1915 had reached a total of 6,816 persons, 
as disclosed by the State census for that J ear. The greater 
part of this population was along the east coast from Coco-
nut Grove south, and while in the district, could scarcely 
be considered as Everglades residents. 
Of the work and the development of the district as a 
whole it can be said that it was at a stage representing a 
beginning only. For all practical purposes the time of real 
development in the Everglades might be taken as beginning 
in 1916 or 1917. 
EVERGLADES DRAINAGE DISTRICT BONDS 
Authorized by Act of 1915--$3,500,000.00 
S ee R esolidion of Commissioners of Everglades 
Drainage District, J aniwry 3, 1917. 
Int. Rate Sales Rate 
Date Amount on Bonds Maturity Basis 
Nov.1, 1915 $1,500,000 1 Average 6%% 
May 1, 1916 $1,500,000 r 6% 12 ½ years Average Price 
May 1, 1917 $ 500,000 J 94.8c 
Callable at 102. Amount outstanding Dec. 31, 1928-$ None. 
I \ 
EVERGLADES DRAINAGE DIST~ICT 
Aidhorized by Act of 1919-$2,500,000.00 
S ee R esol1.d_ion of Commissioners of E verglades 
Drainage District, July 22, 1920. 
Date Amount 
Int. Rate 
on Bonds 
6% 
Sales Rate 
Maturity Basis 
Average 6 
71 
,/ July 1, 1920 $1,500.000 
V Jan. 1, 1921 1,000,000 13 2 " .
53
% . I v years Average Price 
C:11Iable at 102. A 9'" Oc mount outstanding Dec. 31, 1928, $1,;86,000.00 
Authorized by Act of 1921-$1,750,000.00 / 
S ee R esoli1,tion Boa ·d f C . . E verglades Dr · 1. 0 . omm,,issioners of 
ainage District, N ovem,ber 26, · 1921 
Date Int. Rate S Amount on Bonds ales Rate 
July 1. 1921 $ 500.000 6% Maturity Basis 
Jan. 1; 1922 1,250,000 Average 6 ½ % . 16 years Average Price 
Without prior option Am 95.0c 
$1,750,000.00. · ount outSta nding Dec. 31, 1928-
Authorized by Act of 1923-$3,500,000.00 
See Resolidion Board of Co . . E l d rnrnissioners of 
verg a es Drainage District, J1.ily 24, 1923 
Int. Rate 
Date Amount 
July 1, 1923 $1 500 00 on Bonds 
/.J'an. 1, 1924 ' O 
5
½% 700 000 
Maturity 
Average 
18 ½ years 
Sales Rate 
Basis 
5.95 % 
Average Price 
95.0c 
,-,/Jan. 1, 1925 $1,3pO,OOO 5% % ; 5% 17-314 years Average Price 
Without prio O ti n Amo t . 93.04c $2,663,000.00. · un outSt a ndmg Dec. 31, 1928-
ACT OF 1925-REFUNDING 
Arno1.int t z· · no irnited. Use lirnited to ref1.mding onli . 
Int. Rate Y 
Date Amount Sales Rate 
1925 "A" $2,500,000 on ~~nds Maturity Basis 
1925 "B" 2 10 l9 ½ years l 5.5; gn10 
1925 
"C" ,500,000 5010 20 1l A , ( 
3 950 00 
,( 12 years L ve p , , 0 5 o/c r rage rice 
o 20 ½ years J according to 
maturities as 
Refunding Bonds outstanding Dec. taken 31, 1928-$3,842,000.00. 
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The total amount of Everglades Drainage District Bonds out-
standing as of D mber 31st, 1928, is as follows: 
6% Bonds ______ _______ ___ __ __ - ,636,000.00 
5 ½ % Bonds __ __ ______ ____ ______ 1,363,000.00 
5% Bonds _____ ______ __ ____ __ _ 5,142,000.00 
/ / Total ..... .. ........ .... .. $10,141,000.0-0 
The Acts of the Legislature authorizing the above bonds 
and levying taxes therefor have been affirmatively passed 
on by the Supreme Court of the State as to the Acts of 
1913, 1915, 1917 and 1921. Validation suits as to the Acts 
of 1923 and 1925 were waived inasmuch as there were no 
subjects presented in these Acts not already passed on by 
the court . 
·WHAT Is BEHIND EVERGLADES DRAINAGE DISTRICT BoNDS 1 
Everglades Drainage District Bonds issued prior to 1927 
are supported by the following : 
Section 1165, Revised General Statutes: '' The pro-
ceeds arising from the acreage tax levied by this 
Article shall be used by the said board in the con-
struction and maintenance of such canals . . . and to 
repay any loans and interest thereon, and to the 
creation _ of a sinking fund for the retirement of the 
principal of the bonds that the board may issue.'' 
Section 1168, Revised General Statutes: '' The tax 
or assessment levied by this Article shall constitute a 
lien upon the lands so assessed as of the first day of 
January of each year in which the entries aforesaid 
are made in said tax rolls, which lien shall be su-
perior in dignity to all other liens upon said lands and 
equal in dignity to the lien for State and County taxes 
upon said land." 
also, 
In command to tax collectors, same section : ' ' . 
and in case such drainage tax is not paid on or before 
the first day of April, next, you are to collect the same 
by levy and sale of the lands so assessed, . . . . '' 
Section 1183, Revised General Statutes: '' . . .. 
which moneys (proceeds from taxes levied) so far as 
necessary are hereby set apart and appropriated for 
.J 
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the purpose to apply said mon 
terest upon the said bond trs, and to pay the in-
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and at the maturity of ~ dat e same shall fall due, 
to pay the principal th:ai f ont out of the moneys 
there is h~reby created a ;~in!n there shall be and 
of the pr111cipal of the said b o lund for the payment 
shall set apart and a . on ~ and the said board 
out of the taxes l~v{e~n~~1~u?h s111king fund_ annually 
and the other revenue and imposed by t~is Article 
at least two (2 ) percent of ~~nds of the said district, 
standing. The said sinkin()' fe amounts of bonds out-
appropriated to an r h o und .... shall not be . 
specified. '' ) ot er purpose than that herein 
. As_ guarantee against default . 
district, Section 1171 in r f • 111 tax payment to the 
states: e -e1 ence to lands sold for taxes 
' ' · · · · and in case ther . tract shall be bid off b e are no b1dders, the whole 
Trustees of the Internal f t~e tax collector for the 
he held by said truste srµ~ro:ement Fund and shall 
allowed for _the redempti~n 0f:~~J 1 the ~~riod herein 
. And Sect10n 1172 : '' The ands. 
immediate payment by an :~.x collector shall require 
of such land mav be t. yk pff son to whom any parcel 
,1 S IUC O ..... ,, · 
The two sections last above cit d . . 
sales of parcels of land 1 ; require 111 case of tax 
such parcels be struck o; ~~r~h t ~~ are no bidders, that 
Improvement Fund and th _e iustees of the Internal 
law to pay the deli'nque t te said trustees are required by 
· • 11 axes thereon Th b 
Vlsi~n acts automaticall as , . e a ove pro-
pra111age District again~ defi a_ t g~arantee to Everglades 
111 the tax tables the amount ~ ~ t:I- ta~ c_ollection. Note 
~rustees. It means substanti~ll e 111qumcies paid by the 
t10ns finally coming to Ever 1 Y that . acreage tax collec-
be practically 100% of th g ades Dramage District must 
lands are behind the taxes a e assessment. Also, since the 
it follows that throuo·}1 th nd tdl~e taxes support the bonds 
1 d o e me mm of d . ' 
an s of the said district stand behind h ramage taxes the -
. By the above the full f . t _e bonds. 
mcluding the State lands i:·i\t a~d credit of_ the district, 
~he. payment of the interest a:d verglades~ is_ pledged to 
tunty on bonds issued b E • 1 dof the J?rmcipal at ma-y ve1 g a es Dramage District. 
r 
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assed an Act, approved . ~pri 
The Legislature of 192~ p th Issuance of Addit10nal 
28th ', to Authorize e D. t . t o~ Florida and , · · · · D . inage is ric .1. 
Bonds of the Everglades ~a of Such Bonds.'' . 
to provide for the Pay~e1: f Everglades Dramage 
The Board of. Commiss10~tla~ed May 11th, 1927, for 
District entered mto conir~onds out of the total o_f $20,-
the sale of $1~,000,00\ o 1927 Act. The contract pi?ce wa~ 
000 000 authorized by t e d b ds were to bear mteres 
on ~ 5-5 / 8 basis. The propos~riti~i; varying from 29 . to 40 
at the rate of 5% , hav~ I~t{ f interest and maturities the 
Years and upon such sc el ude_o pr·i·ce ranO'ing from 90.1 ' b ·esu te m a O • 90 99 sales basis as a ove ~ . tl bonds the average bemg; . d 
cents to 92.55 cents or le bo~1.ds have not been issue . 
cents on the dollar. The above d from the Circuit Court 
Litigation over the 1927 A~~ p:::e Court, which Court by 
of the State to the State p t . the matter of th~ee 
ffi ·mative decision thereon, ~xcepd inl ld the Act vahd. a I · 1 re reJecte , le t minor points wlnc 1.. ~e f the State Supreme Cour was 
A eal from the opm10n o Court and in October 
tak~n in the nited States .sur::e United States declined 
f 1928 the Sup~eme Court o. d that the case as sub-
~o take jurisdict10n on the gro~nble This action of the 
mitted was not propBri} i~~tst:tes. left the 1927 Ac~ in 
Supreme Court of the ~ the Supreme Court of Florida. 
the status as passed upon y 
TAXES AS IMPOSED BY 
ESTIMATE OF ACREAGE F 1927 AND AMOUNTS 
CHAPTER 12017, ACT~gND RiQUIREMENTS. 
ESTIMATED FOR 
Total Tax 
Levy 85% of Levy 
Year ...... J}l,942,946 $1,651,504 
1929 · l 942 ,946 1,651,504 
1930 ·············· ·· ····.·.~·.·.·.·. 2',147,151 1.825,0~8 
1931 ················ ··· 2 147,151 1,825,~ 18 1932 ······ ········· ··· ·······-. 2, l48,913 l,826,D76 1933 ····· ········ ···· ···· ···· ' 
After 2 148,913 1934 ··· ···· --- ·····-·· ····· ··· ' 
to 
1955 
do 
1,826,576 
do 
Int. Plus Balance 
2% on for other 
bonds out purposes 
$748,465 $ 903,039 
738 865 912,639 
728' 465 1,096,613 
709,765 1,115,313 
688'.015 1,138,561 
663,715 
to 
14,000 
000 
1,162,861 
1,812,576 
1,826,576 
1966 ·········· ·-· ···· 
·······-- . . under the 1927 Act, the le~y 
Since no bonds were issued de b) Board of Commis-
of an ad valorem tax wa n_ot ma District for the reason 
. f E, erglades Dramage s10ners o 
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that this tax was " for the sole purpose of paying or re-
deeming bonds authorized by this Act.'' Hence, till their~ 
issuance such tax is not applicable. The Board of Conuni& 
sioners of Ever fades Drainage District determined t_b.e L1 
v~e or- ro erty within Everg a es DrainageDistrict ~ 
under Chapter 12016 to be $106,000,000 for the ~ ar 1921. 
eference to the foregoing tax tables discloses that the 
taxes heretofore levied by the Legislature, exclusive of the 
ad valorem tax authorized by the 1927 Act and now in 
effect in Everglades Drainage District, is sufficient to take 
care of all outstanding indebtedness of the district and for 
new bonds to the extent of about $10,000,000, provided that 
all funds derived from taxes, or practically so, be applied 
to new bonds and not expended directly in defraying costs 
of the drainage work. 
Tl p.rincipal purpo~e in levying an ad valorem t.a.x.-£91· \ 
Everglades Drainage Distr1ct _ . ._._._..._~~.........,_v1 e for a_ v...alua-
tion of property subject to the District's drainage taxes, 
whlch valuation would indicate the relation between the 
bonded debt of the District and the value of property 
therein. The revenue to be derived from such ad valorem 
tax was secondary. In fact, under the Board's decision to 
fix this tax for the present µt 1/ 5 mill on the dollar of 
property, there would be produced a revenue of approxi-
mately $21,000.00 to $22,000.00, which is only about 
1-1/ 10% of the revenue resulting from the acreage drain-
age tax. As above stated, the purpose here w.as to show the 
value of property behind the bonds rather than the raising 
of revenue. 
The reason for the valuation by the Board of Commis-
sioners of Everglades Drainage District was that the 
valuation of property by county tax assessors is different 
for each county in or partly within Everglades Drainage 
District. \\ hile the assessors' valuations are properly ap-
plicable with reference to the respective counties so as-
sessed for county purposes, ) et by reason of the variation 
between counties it would not be satisfactory for District 
purposes nor represent evenly the relative value of prop-
erty in the said District. 
The foregoing deals w"ith the provisions of the law and 
the requirements thereunder in reference to Everglades 
Drainage District taxes, the bonds of the said District and 
the security behind the said bonds. Everglades Drainage 
District has never postponed an interest payment or a 
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payment of principal at maturity. In addition to the fore-
going legal considerations, there are others not of a statu-
tory nature, but nevertheless having important bearing 
upon the security of the District as related to its bonded 
debt and as to the safety of the bonds of the District as 
investments. These are economic considerations. The ques-
tion of wh€ther or not Everglades Drainage District is 
economically sound is disclosed through the advancement 
of the District as shown by its increase in population, the 
enhancement in property values, its progress in agricul-
ture, and in the construction of roads, railroads, telephone 
and telegraph lines, and other diverse developments as the 
District has evolved from its former condition of prac-
tically watery waste through its transformation in part, to 
a land of homes, farms, municipalities and communities, 
and as it has changed from a status of purely potential 
possibilities to that in part of present actualities with still 
greater prospects for larger potential development. 
The advancement of the District in an economic way may 
be indicated in part by the following tabulation: 
LAND VALUES, POPULATION, ETC. 
Column I - Average State land sales, price per acre. 
Column 2- Estimated population. 
Column 3-Assessed value as for State and County 
purposes. 
Column 4-Estimated acres under cultivation. 
Column 5-Miles improved roads. 
Column 6- Miles railroad. 
Column 7-Approximate value on State land sales basis. 
Column 8- Bonded debt. 
Year 
1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I Acres I Mi. Mi. 7 8 
1905 ·····-····· ' $ 1.25 
/ ············-··/···42 
451$ 5 ,391,000 1 ... .................... .... 
1910 ·····-·····' 2.00 1 ,492 45 i1w3~00 1·························-(1913) I 
191 5 ............ , 15.45 6,816 9 ,690,800 120 ,000 I 50 491 66,600,000 ····················-····· 
(1921) I 
1920 ··· ·· ·······1 24.73 23,500 9,424,100 34,000 72 81 106,300,000 5 ,000,000 
1925 ............ 108.66 40,200 27,635,790 50,000 340 180 467 ,000,000 10,250,000 
(1926) (1926) 
1927 ............ , 81.51 46,007 41,824,090 92,000 507 192 350,500,000 10,255,000 
1928 ............ , 92.08 48,000 131 ,955.200 96 ,000 586 210 •• 10 ,141 ,000 
*106,000,000 
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1. Official records of Trustees of th . 
Fund and reports of C . . e Internal Improvement 
division. omm1ss10ner of Agriculture, land 
2. State and United States 
3. County tax assessor 's b kcenspus _and estimated for 1928 
fr 00 s. rior to 192""1 · om acre~ge_ tax not included 1 . acres exempt 
of Com1mss10ners of Ev-er . 927 mch~des all. *Board 
under Chapter 12016 Acts of l~des Dramage District, 
4. Includes marsh lands sou h 927. 
citrus lands. t of Coconut Grove but 110 
5. From Everglades Drainao-e D" t . 
include many short non c~ t rict maps. Does not 
1927. - nnec mg roads in 1925 and 
6. From Everglades Drai . . 
7. Estimated f l nage District maps. 
1 rom co umn 1 **A 
arge enough or so distrib t d creage of land sold not 
value. u e as to represent average 
8. From official records of drain b 
blank fragmentary records o;ie oard. Columns partly 
- y. 
NOTE-The 1925 "Boorn" i :fl 
values. s re ected in abnormal land 
It _Im~ been shown that the adv 
and_ its Increase in value t d t ancement of the district 
rapid rate than have ex o ~ e progressed at a far more 
vancemen~ ·has resulted. )~n~:tures from which such ad-
at the ?egmning of draina e s been shown that in 1905 
for which state lands sold g ' ba~ed _upon the average price 
approximately $5,391,000.' i~e 1i~1rict ha_d a_ land value of '} . ~... • 
and roperty value b d the district had a land)f ~ro t . ase upon land per Y estimates of abo $ sa es prices and -
~f 1?-early $295,000,000 fromui9o~o~~oo~902080 or a!.!_ increase , ,,, 
ramage work to December 31st I~8 .. The cost of tlie 
$ 8,000,000 or for each ·11 · ' 'was In round fig·ures 
age th d. . m1 1011 doll ~ d d . ' 
Y. e 1strrnt, the value of . x_ en e m drain-
~bout sixteen and one-half t· the district lrns increased 
Increase value rate of 16½.imes- an expense ratio of 1 and 
THE WORK MUST GO ON 
The work completed to th 
large part of the total but -: _pi~sent date represents a 
necessary. But few are~s of 1v is lydno me':1-ns all that is 
. erg a es DramaO'e D " t . 
o IS TICt, 
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, . reasonably protecte~l 
as the drainage work~ nowd~re, a~~r settlement and cult1-
fl d dangers or in rea iness . h. l tl lands from oo f rotect10n to w ic 1 ie 
vation under that d~gre1 o p t have in order that such 
are entitled and wh1~h t :1ey n:: proceed with securit?7 
settlement and cult1vat1011 . y of tax payments is 
fl The contmuance ~ d · against over ow. 1 · of the lands taxe 
111 
l on final p ac111g · · warranted on Y up . d from their earnings 111 
condition to be product1v~, an d The soundness of the 
shape to s~pport the tax i!11_posed~ ends in great mea~ure 
district in its present cond1t:10n Pit would not contrn.ue 
l t" of dra111age. d d upon the comp e 101\ ld b discontinued or aban one . 
sound if the work. s ou tecember 31st, 1928, $10,141,-
There are outstanding _as ~f istrict Bonds. The first bonds 
000 of Everglades Dr~ma1\f 1915 Leo-islature. For nea1;·ly 
were issued by author:1-ty? ~!s met interest and' maturity 
fourteen years the d1;h:~~ has never been a po~tponement 
pa ,ne11ts promp~ly._ l Th d" trict's record is e~cellent 
in interest or pr1nc1p\. d f m:Xs have earned a high _ex-
in that rega~d. Everg a. l\ \asis of the district has im-
perience ratmg. The er; ~ fi t issue until the present. 
proved from th~ date o t e ~~tected. The ability of t~e 
That high stand1:ng shoul~h~e:r T incurred is dependent 111 
district to pay its debt 1Jtion of the work and t~e 
large degree upon the c?m~tlement and cultivation. This 
placing of the _lands un.der ~e . O' drainao'e works necessary 
means suppl:fmg the. rlemtfm:~~re that o provision be made 
therefor. It is essentia ' ier ' 
for carrying on th_e work. . d developments thus 
. t enterprises an h · The improvemen s, . h d" t ··ct predicate t eir 
k beo-un in t e is r1 .I! 1 far underta en or. o the completion o L tie 
successful accomplishment tt~o~o. Every und-ertaki~1g of 
drainage works necessary ~er ~h drainao'e district is de-
every character wha:s_oev:r ~~ter;rise. h~eparably _bound 
pendent upon the dram~r-e f dollars rivate 111vest-
up with it are many m1, i?ns o'o The most humb e c1t1zen 
ment dependent upon dram~oet. well as those of greater 
D a1nao-e is ic ' as . in ~ verg a es r o . . t} e entire foundat1011 upon 
. ff t d Dramao·e is 1 h d" 
means, is a ec e f b .· of development and life of t e JS-
which the whole a. nc difference between the Ever-
trict exists. Ther~ :1-s but ;1~;e and the Everglades as the) 
glades as they or1gmall~a be in the future . That one 
now are, ~r as ~her lubtracting drainage, the_ ~ver~ 
difference is drama,,-e. return to their original cond1t10n of 
glades would proll1:pth\·t bl by human beings and unfit 
watery waste, umn a I a e 
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in the general scheme of things for uses of man. -With 
drainage, it has been abundantly proven b3 -experience in 
certain areas where drainage has sufficiently advanced to 
afford an example of what can be accomplished by cultiva-
tion of the land. When considered in reference to its great 
area, it is too obvious to require discussion that the ultimate 
result of the carrying out of this great enterprise is of 
almost incalcuable moment to the State. 
EXTENT TO "WHICH DRAINAGE OF ~rHE EVER-
GLADES IS A STATE UNDERTAKING 
The drainage of the Everglades is frequently referred to 
as a State undertaking. The statement is often made that 
'' The State is draining the Everglades. '' This is not true 
in a strictly technical, legal sense, for aside from the appli-
cation of fm ds from swamp land and certain other lands 
to Everglades taxes on State lands, no money has ever been 
appropriated by the State for drainage, no general State 
tax is ·impnsed for such purpose, the bonds issued for 
carrying on the work are not an obligation of the State, and 
no law authorizes the State itself to take part in or have a 
hand in this drainage enterprise, but notwithstanding the 
above as a strict legal interpretation of the situation, the 
State has a great deal to do with the Everglades in being 
the largest land owner in the district and as having its 
highest public officials direct the work and affairs of the 
said district. Furthermore, in its broad economic sense, the 
State views the drainage of the Everglades as the means 
of developing a tremendous potential asset within its 
domain. But, though no actual money from the general 
revenue has been furnished by the State, yet all the lands 
owned by it in that section originally amounting to nearly 
three million acres, or more than two-thirds of the total, 
were, for all practical purposes pledged to the undertaking, 
and in accordance with the terms of the grant, " the pro-
ceeds of said lands, whether from sale or by direct appro-
priation in kind " have been ' applied exclusively as far as 
necessary to the purpose of reclaiming the said lands by 
means of drains and levees aforesaid. '' Furthermore, the 
Board of Commissioners of Everglades Drainage District 
and the Trustees of the Internal Improv-ement Fund are 
continuing in the performance of their duties imposed by 
various laws, all in accordance with the Act of Congress 
hereinbefore referred to, and in accordance with the 
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original Act of the Legislature, Chapter 610, Laws of 
Florida, approved January 2, 1855, requiring the trustees 
to make ' ' arrangements for the drainage of the swamp 
and overflowed lands.'' The above may be taken as the 
foundation upon which the policy of drainage rests, and it 
is shown that from the beginning to this date, State 
authorities charged with the administration of these lands, 
have been, are now and propose to continue the carrying 
out of the duties and trust thus imposed upon them. 
Lands designated as ' ' Swamp and Overflowed Lands'' in 
the Everglades held by the Trustees of the Internal IJU-
/ p ovement Fund on December 31st, 1928, .amounted to 871,-
I 600.84 acres unincumbered, and approximately 128,494 
acres additional covered by sales contracts on which partial 
payments have been made ana additional payments amount-
ing to $2,075,472 will become due from time to time. 
- Tl1e State School Fund owns approximately 95,400 acres 
of land in the Everglades Drainage District. The lands 
ow ne y the school fund are not subject to any sor _ of 
ramage or other tax. The scliool lands therefore, are in-
creasing in value wit out cost to the school fund. In addi-
tion to the school lands proper, the school fund receives 
25 % of the proceeds from the sale of all State swamp lands 
in the Everglades. These lands constitute a valuable asset 
of the State and of the school fund which is participated in 
not only by every county within which Everglades lands 
are situate, but within-the entire State. 
Such is the material interest which the State has in the 
Everglades. There is another phase of the subject and an-
other kind of interest which the State has in this enterprise 
of no small import either to the Everglades or to the State. 
Florida has assumed to a degree the moral responsibility 
for this undertaking, has encouraged it politically and has 
fathered it as a great economic development on the theory 
that it will enhance in value and will reflect to advantage 
upon the whole State: that it will place upon the tax 
books property for general taxation which will swell the 
general revenue of the .State, and that it will assist in 
adding to the State that most valuable of all possessions-
citizens. Furthermore, it may be anticipated as drainage 
progresses, as colonization, settlement and cultivation of 
the land advances, as new and important developments ex-
pand along divers lines as collateral to the drainage enter-
prise, that the State will naturally, logically and inevitably 
become more directly and closely connected with this the 
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greatest work of reclamation and 
barked upon by any State . th U ~evelopment ever em-
therefore that though th d111 . e mon. It is quite clear 
t 1--.- 'S e ra111age of the E 1 ' ~o ~ a tate undertaking in its . verg ades may 
~ts br~ader interpretation it is at 1 techmcal_ sense, yet in 
111 which the State has a ver etas~ a quasi-State project 
a'1d d f y ma errnl and d" t . 
.1 a egree o _moral responsibility uec 111terest 
Such are the 111terests which th S 
the drainage of the Everglad e tate of Florida has in es. 
FEDERAL INTEREST 
By virtue of the character 
taking and the various consilecop~ an~ extent of the under-
~e:1-1eral proposition of the re Iat10n~ 111volved therein, the 
J0111S with the subject inte ~ amat1011 of the Everglades 
In recent years attention ~es s beven /utside of the State. 
aspects of the draina e of ~~ een ocused upon certain 
features affecting the \ 1 e Everglades or in certain 
tory around Lake Okeec~~~ ades ~nd especially the terri-
Therefrom result certain F de asl 8: ected by the said lake. 
Th e era 111terests 
ere are now before the C . 
certain measures looking to o;g.ress_ of the United States 
Federal government in w/:r ic~p~tion on the part of the 
Okeechobee. Participation i: s o ood control for Lake 
the United States must be b fl;od control on the part of 
the Federal government h~se a UJ?On the assu~ption that 
La~e Okeechobee. The establis~ii:nterest or i!1te_rests in 
which such interests are fou d d . g of t~e l?r111ciples on 
the United States may b 1:1 et"fiisde~sentrnl 111 order that 
work. e JUS i e 111 undertaking such 
The general proposition of . . .. 
danger, violence, or disaster -!{ottct111~ i~s citizens against 
the United States or in 'f ~ er with~n a State, within d ' a oreign land is . . 
rea Y established by the United S : a pr111ciple al-
that as an obliaatio;1 and tates 111 having assumed 
cation of this ieneral rin~1 a d~ty th~reunder. The appli-
this case there are sti11 th ple _ is not 111consistent here. In 
L k Ok O er mterests 
a e eechobee is a navi abl . 
States, under its jurisdictio g ed waterway of the United 
the laws of Congress. The n an ~ontrol. and subject to 
the holding of its waters at f resr;at10n of its navigability 
regulation of commerce th eves avorable thereto, and th~ 
unfavorable to drainage an8Jei°n, result_ in lev~ls which are 
erty against hurricane flood O rotect1011_ of hf e and prop-
4-E. D. D. s un ess certa111 works are pro-
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vided to compensate for high lake levels maintained in the 
interest of navigation. It would be feasible to lower Lake 
Okeechobee to an extent which would remove danger of 
flood to surrounding lands, even under hurricane con-
ditions, but such lowering would result in the impairment, 
and possibly even in the complete destruction, of its 
navigable feature. Hence if its navigability is to be pre-
served unimpaired, and by reason of that navigability the 
said lake takes the status of a waterway of the United States, 
and it does, it appears incumbent upon the United States 
to preserve its interest in navigation simultaneously with 
the State in preserving its interests in drainage and recla-
mation, and other subjects growing out of that purpose. 
There appears justification, therefore, for the United States 
to provide works of flood control which will make the terri-
. tory around Lake Okeechobee safe against disastrous flood 
in maintaining high water levels in the lake in the interest 
of navigation. The interest of the United States in naviga-
tion is so clear and so well established that discussion along 
that line is not necessary. 
There is another interest of the United States in Lake 
Okeechobee as direct and as important as that of naviga-
tion. That interest is directly in flood control and comes 
about through the provisions of the Act of Congress of 
September 28th, 1850, known as the '' Swarnp and Over-
flow ed Land Grant A.ct.'' Under that Act the Everglades 
were patented to Florida by the United States for a specific 
purpose expressed in the language of the Act as follows: 
(9 U. S. Statute L 519-520) " that the proceeds of 
said lands, whether from sale or by direct appropria-
tion in kind, shall be applied exclusively so far as 
necessary to the purpose of reclaiming the said lands 
by means of levees and drains aforesaid.'' 
The Legislature oi Florida by Chapter 610, approved 
January 6th, 1855, accepted the grant, the purpose for 
which made, and the condition imposed by the said Act of 
Congress. Pursuant thereto Florida has been and is en-
gaged in accomplishing that purpose and in carrying out 
that condition. The Act of Congress as above, together with 
the Act of the State Legislature, formed a compact between 
the United States and the State as sovereign powers, and · 
they are bound by the same. Florida in carrying out the 
purpose and condition expressed in the Act of Congress 
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finds itself confronted with the . . 
thing not ceded to it over· h. hta~khof takmg care of some-
di 
· ' w ic it as no t ~ 1 · · 
ct10n, but of serious import . . con IO or JUr1s-
tion. It has become necessa m carrymg out that condi-
protection of life and prope;f to U?dertake works for the 
navigable waterway under thy agamst Lake _O~eechobee, a 
the United States, and subjec~ ~~nitrol and Jurisdiction of 
bee has operated to defeat the u!s laws .. Lake Okeecho-
g:~·3:nt and to prevent Florida fro~ c~::ise l~1d d?wn in the 
dit10n imposed upon it b tl U . plymg with the con-
Congress inevitably con!ect;\1 n:~~t\ SJa~s. The Act of 
Stat~ of _Florida in flood controle fot~!k tates with the 
Florida 1s to carry out th d. . e Okeechobee. If 
Congress for the purposes :ton {t10n _imposed upon it by 
tion must be possible of a reclialmation, then that condi-
t
. h ccomp s 1ment s· h . 
wn as bee~ imposed by the Unit d S . mce t_ e cond1-
Okeechobee 1s a waterwa f e tates, and smce Lake 
tollows that that agency :h~ul~e Federal. government, it 
its own to thwart the St t . no~ permit something of 
Th
. a e 1n carrying O t th t . . 
1s means that the United S u a cond1t10n. 
works for flood control in anJat~s should undertake such 
will permit the State to c a ?ut Lak~ 9keechobee as 
the condition imposed b ~~?F~ut m good fa.1th on its part 
on the part of the Unit{d St t d~raJ government. Interest 
established and it is submit~e~ ~~ ood control is thereby 
ment should undertake su h /t the Federal goven1-
therein to such extent as wi11 :r : or s~ould participate 
~o carry out without undue bu ; e it ~oss1ble for the State 
impose? by the Congress. r en on its part the condition 
The mterests of the United St . 
above are therefore three-fold. ates m Lake Okeechobee as 
. ~Tfrst: Upon the principle f citizens. 0 protection of its 
Second: Upon the · . navigation. prmc1ple of Federal interest in 
Third: Upon the · · 1 · . Act of Congress of pSr1ntc1p be of its mterest through the 
d
. . ep em er 28th 1850 · · 
con it10n upon the State and the hr . ' imposmg a 
the State to carry out that conditi~n. igat10n to permit 
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ALL INTERESTS 
The aspects of the reclamation of the Everglades in so 
far as the several interests are concerned may be stated as 
follows: 
Locp,l Interests: By virtue of which through local 
drainage the lands of the District are made fit for set-
tlement and cultivation. 
The enhancement of value of property of the locality 
and the local benefits derived from the works therefor. 
State Interests: The carrying out of an obligation 
imposed by the United States and accepted by the State 
in the grant of land for the specific purpose of reclama-
tion. 
The enchancement of values of state lands. 
The development within its domain of a great area 
and the placing upon the tax books property for general 
taxation which will swell the general revenue of the 
State. 
In adding to the State that most valuable of all pos-
sessions-citizens, and the making of the said territory 
safe for their habitation. 
Federal Interests: Jointly with the State, the safety 
and protection of its citizens. 
Jointly with the State, through the Act of Congress 
of 1850 imposing· a condition upon the State, and the 
obligation on the part of the United States to permit 
the said, State to carry out that condition. 
Upon the Federal interest in navigation. 
Thu. far the work has gone forward upon the basis of 
local interest. That is to say, the money for carrying on 
works of flo~d control, drainage and reclamation, and in-
~identally for navigation, has been provided through drain-
age taxes upon the lands and property within Everglades 
Drainage District. The total thus far raised by the Dis-
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trict Is $18,000,000. All of th 
to ~he payment of drainaO'e ~~oney applied by the State 
dramage district) on its la~nds hes (Everglades and sub-
swamp and overflowed lands .. as come_ from the sale of 
government except app . grnnted to It by the Federal 
com f h roximately $800 000 h. 
e rom t e sale of lands oth h ' w rnh has 
appropriation has been made b et~ t an swamp lands. No 
revenue and no State ta h Y e State from its general 
count of the Everglades. x Noasa ever b~e~ imposed on ac-
poses of the District have th f ppropriat10ns for the pur 
States. Certain surve us . ar been_ made by the United 
authorized by Congress ~s ~nd exammations have been 
that section of Florida ir t ederal purposes in and about 
by Congress upon drai~ag~ o~~ mdoney has been expended 
The part which the oo control work 
F d se several inter t L . 
e eral, may take in time to com ~s s, ocal, State, and 
upon the future of that territory. e w11l have great bearing 
/ 
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